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Unleash your 
creativity

Introducing GLM 4.1 loudspeaker manager software  

For 15 years, GLM software has worked with our Smart Active Monitors to minimise the 
unwanted acoustic influences of your room and help your mixes sound great, everywhere. 
Now, GLM 4.1 includes the next generation AutoCal 2 calibration algorithm and a host 
of new features – delivering a much faster calibration time and an even more precise 
frequency response. 

So, wherever you choose to work, GLM 4.1 will unleash your creativity, and help you 
produce mixes that translate consistently to other rooms and playback systems. And with 
GLM 4.1, both your monitoring system and your listening skills have room to develop and 
grow naturally too.
 
Find out more at www.genelec.com/glm

http://www.genelec.com/glm
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“I found it hard to think of something that, after a little interrogation of 

the manual, that the m908 couldn’t do. And to cap it all, the overall audio 

quality is astonishingly good. Another winner from the Grace brothers”

-Jon Thornton, Resolution Magazine

The big push to deliver immersive music to streaming platforms means your 
music production room could soon be mixing for Dolby® Atmos Music. If this 
sounds like equal parts yikes and yeehaw, we can help the transition be more 
of the latter with our award-winning 24ch, immersive audio-friendly monitor 
controller.

The m908 will easily manage your stereo and 7.1.4 Atmos speaker systems, 
providing 12 bands of parametric room correction EQ per channel (includ-

ing a simple Dolby Atmos Music Target Curve setup), bass management and 
individual channel delay settings. With a powerful, dedicated remote control 
unit, all monitoring functions are at your fi ngertips, and system info is clearly 
displayed on the large LCD screen. To top it off , the m908 delivers the fi nest 
audio quality of any monitoring equipment in the world. 

Visit us at gracedesign.com for complete details about the m908 and our 
entire line of professional audio equipment.

m908 24 Channel Monitor Controller - Atmos Music® Ready.

• 24 channel AES3 digital I/O • 16 channel analog outputs • 16 channel ADAT Lightpipe in • 24 channel inputs USB • AES3, S/PDIF, and TOSLINK stereo 
inputs • optional Dante™, DigiLink™ or Ravenna™ modules for additional 32 channels of I/O • optional 8 channel ADC modules for 8 - 16 channel analog 

inputs • our latest generation AD / DA converters • 4th generation s-Lock pll clocking system for vanishingly low jitter • powerful room correction EQ  
• complete bass management capability • channel level and delay calibration • comprehensive downmix control • 5 year warranty • made in the USA

http://www.gracedesign.com
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John

T he creative industries provide 
unique challenges that are often 
hard to relate to unless you’ve 
experienced them for yourself. They 
are often first-world problems, as 

the modern parlance would put it, but problems 
that nonetheless affect lives and livelihoods. 
The last year or so, of course, has only served to 
focus some of these to a 
burning hot point of irritation 
for a lot of people. 

We’ve seen the 
importance of keeping 
production of the arts going, 
and how people have tackled 
the problems of finding 
inspiration when there isn’t 
much going around, and 
fewer people to bounce off; 
dealing with ever-changing 
working circumstances and 
environments; the 
uncertainty of employment 
situations and freelance 
contracts. 

These are not new things to many in our 
business, an industry rife with such 
circumstances. But now, unfortunately, a lot of 
other people know what it’s like to live like that 
too and may have bought a newfound 
appreciation for the circumstances of some. 
There aren’t many industries that haven’t had to 
find some new ways of working in that time, 
and for most of them now is the point — as 
things, fingers crossed, begin to return to 
normal for many of us — that we need to take 
time to pick and choose which of the changes 
we’ve made in our working lives would be 
worth keeping. 

We’ve run a lot of stories about remote 
working methods over the last year, and we’ve 
got another in this issue of Resolution, 

specifically Stephen Baysted’s tale of producing 
the soundtrack for Project Cars 3 during 
lockdown — a tale that includes wrangling an 
orchestra-like performance and sounds out of 
isolated musicians being directed over Zoom, 
and passing hard drives over garden walls. His 
work with Guy Fletcher for that gig, among 
many other things, displays a lot of ingenuity 

and commitment to 
delivering the best results 
possible in the 
circumstances. It’s a way of 
doing things that, you 
suspect, will continue to be 
refined going forward, and is 
likely a glimpse into the 
future whether we like it or 
not. 

In his column, Rob Speight 
looks at a fantastic lockdown 
produced crowdsourced 
sound library, and the issues 
it throws up about the best 
way to catalogue such 

endeavours, while we talk to our cover start 
Garry Cobain about his ingenious methods for 
realising an epic vision for the new Amorphous 
Androgynous LP with a realistic budget. 

Every project, in its own way, is a battle in 
one way or another and our interviewees in this 
issue all have stories that attest to that. Some 
more difficult than others, but creative 
industries are… well… generally creative in their 
solutions. This issue is being distributed in a 
digital-only format in a similar spirit: that of 
making sure it gets out there to as many people 
as possible. It’s still less-than-ideal 
circumstances across many countries in the 
world right now, but we will be back in print 
next month, as intended. Until then, keep on 
taking care of yourselves and solving those 
problems. 

Keeping on 
keeping on

www.gracedesign.com
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Nixer Pro Audio becomes 
Ravenna partner  

British audio tools and interface experts, 
Nixer Pro (www.nixerproaudio.com), has 
become a Ravenna partner in support of 
it’s latest product.

Based in Dunstable, UK Nixer Pro 
specialises in the design and development 
of professional AoIP monitoring, mixing and 
diagnostics solutions, with founder and 
CEO Nick Fletcher having an impressive 
30-year pedigree in product design and 
development — including over a decade as 
director of R&D at Cadac.

“We already have a number of products 
built on the Dante protocol, but our new RL 
Series was specifically designed to have 
Ravenna capability in response to requests 
from customers,” explains Fletcher. 

His company’s RL Series is a range of 1U 
rack-mounted AoIP mixing and monitoring 
units available in 64, 128, 192 and 
256-channel versions, configurable at 
purchase to be either Ravenna or Dante 
compatible. RL Series units allow two 
modes of operation: a mixing mode which 
can mix up to 256 channels at 48kHz (128 
channels at 96kHz) plus a microphone input 
(via headphone connector) and AES input 
to create a 259-into-2 mixer; alternatively, it 
can be set into a simple listen mode where 
touching a channel instantly routes to the 
L/R output for monitoring and cancels any 
previous selection. 
www.ravenna-network.com

Nugen Audio launches 
focus software bundle
Nugen Audio has announced a new ‘Focus 
Elements’ plug-in bundle, which collects 
together audio tools it considers ideally 
suited for smaller and home studio 
environments. This streamlined versions of 
the brand’s existing ‘Focus’ bundle of 
plug-ins, including Stereoizer, Stereoplacer 
and Monofilter. 

Stereoizer Elements provides stereo 
enhancement with mono compatibility. Ideal 
for restoration projects, Stereoplacer 
Elements allows users to fix poor recordings, 
reposition complex audio and reconstruct 
the stereo image from a mono source. With 
the simple position selection, users can 
fine-tune each band into specific frequencies 
and move the frequency content around 
while preserving the balance of the original 
sounds. Monofilter Elements is a bass 
management solution that can sharpen and 
align the bass, using visual feedback. Focus 
Elements plug-ins are available for $99 for 
Windows and Mac, in 64-bit AAX, VST3, AU 
and AudioSuite formats. 
www.nugenaudio.com

Matt Fuller has been announced as the 
2021 winner of Sennheiser’s LIPA 
Scholarship. The first-year BA (Hons) 
Sound Technology student has been 
awarded with annual bursary along with 
ongoing mentorship and industry 
engagement.

Sennheiser’s LIPA Scholarship selection 
process started back in May when 11 
applications were received from the 
September 2020 intake of the LIPA Sound 
Technology course. These were reviewed 
by Tim Sherratt, Strategic Planning 
Manager at Sennheiser, and Henrik 
Oppermann, 3D Sound Specialist at 
Sonosphere, and were whittled down to six 
students to go onto the second round of 
the process, which involved then candidates 
creating a three-minute ‘Sound Walk’ to 
showcase their skills.

“It was a very difficult decision to award 
the scholarship to just one of them as they 
all were exceptionally good candidates, but 
ultimately there can be only one winner and 
the Scholarship was awarded to Matt 

Fuller,” says Oppermann.
With the application process being 

fine-tuned every year to reflect changing 
industry conditions and new audio 
developments, Sennheiser’s Scholarship 
Selection programme will no doubt provide 
another challenging selection process in the 
future as the company continues its 
support of LIPA beyond the 25 year mark.
www.sennheiser.com 

Sennheiser awards LIPA

During the pandemic, Philadelphia’s 
NBC10 WCAU decided staff should work 
from home. With this change, the station’s 
meteorologist, Bill Henley, found DPA’s 
6060 CORE Subminiature Lavalier ideal for 
delivering studio quality sound in less-than-
ideal conditions. As things return to 
normality, Henley has been eager to find 
out how it performs in a studio setting. 

“I was excited to get back into the studio 
and see my coworkers,” says Henley. “I was 
also eager to see how I could transition into 
the studio with the DPA gear. After 
speaking with my engineers, they all agreed 
to give the DPA 6060 CORE lavalier a try. 

The crew was just as impressed as I was 
with the sound quality.”

In addition to his NBC10 television 
reports, Henley also appears on KYW 
Newsradio 1060AM, which he said “raised 
the bar” for sound quality needs.

“The 6060 CORE microphone in 
conjunction with the DPA MMA-A digital 
audio interface allows me to get that studio 
quality recording directly on my iPad. 
Additionally, since I use the same set up for 
both WCAU and KYW, it means that the 
voice people hear on television is the same 
voice that they hear on the radio.” 
www.dpamicrophones.com

DPA at home in a studio
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Exit Live, a startup 
offering a tool for artists to 
sell current and historic 
live show recordings, has 
announced that London-
based record producer 

and mixer, Danton Supple, will be joining 
as production director. Best known for his 
work with Coldplay, Supple arrives with 
over 30 years of music industry 
experience. His strong artist relationship 
background aligns with Exit Live’s 
“artist-first” approach.

Supple worked as a recording engineer 
at Sarm Studios under producers Trevor 
Horn, Steve Lipson, and Julian 
Mendelsohn. Subsequent to this, he 
moved into engineering, mixing and 
production for artists including U2, 
Morrissey, Ian Brown and Starsailor. He is 
currently in China finishing an album with 
a major Chinese artist. The company 
believes Supple’s understanding of artists 
here and abroad, and how the music 
industry works will add genuine value to 
Exit Live’s growth strategy. In his role as 
production director, Supple will be 
responsible for onboarding artists and 
further developing Exit Live from an 
artist’s perspective — driving Exit Live’s 
fair payout model, which endeavours to 
see that artists receive a greater share of 
revenue from the sales of their live shows. 
Supple says “We want to ensure that Exit 
Live remains a valuable tool for artists 
going forward — not only as a way to 
engage with their fans globally but as a 
tool that rewards artists and rights 
holders fairly, financially. I am looking 
forward to working with the team.”

Utah Scientific 
has announced 
that its 
president and 
CEO, Dave 
Burland, will be 
retiring after 
almost three 

decades with the company. Burland 
plans to step down as president on 
October 1st and as CEO on Jan 1st, 2022. 
Brett Benson, the company's vice 
president of sales, will assume the roles of 
Utah Scientific president and CEO as 
Burland departs. As well as the two 
positions at the head of the firm, Burland 
has earlier served as chief operating 
officer and executive vice president of 
finance. 

"Dave is leaving Utah Scientific in great 
shape," said Benson. "His leadership has 
guided us through some challenging 
times in the industry, including through 
the uncertainty of the pandemic, 
causing Utah Scientific not only to 
survive but even to flourish."

dock10's new Calrec Artemis
UK television facility dock10 has 
expanded its roster of Calrec audio 
consoles with an Artemis audio console 
for its new, £1 million remote gallery.

 The multi-purpose gallery was designed 
to complement OB providers’ services and 
connects to the dock10 network, which has 
more than 20 dedicated service providers. 
It is adjacent to dock10’s HQ8 television 
studio, which has been upgraded as a 
dedicated virtual studio space. 

Recent projects delivered from the new 
gallery space include top level football such 
as the FA Cup Final and the British Premier 
League, as well as the recording and 
broadcasting of live events around 
Manchester’s MediaCityUK, including the 
piazza.

RØDE’s short film comp 
offers $250,000 prize
RØDE’s annual ‘My RØDE Reel’ 
competition is back for its 8th year with 
its biggest prize ever. The US$250,000 
prize will go to the best 3-minute short film 
submitted before October 20, 2021.

The competition will no-doubt be 
intense, though. Since 2014, more than 
20,000 films have been submitted to ‘My 
RØDE Reel’ from over 100 countries, with 
RØDE awarding millions of dollars in cash 
and equipment to reward entrants. The 
3-minute submission, and a 3-minute 
behind-the-scenes accompaniment, which 
must feature a RØDE product must be 
uploaded YouTube and then submitted to 
www.myrodereel.com.

Genelec celebrate with update
Genelec is marking the 15th anniversary of 
its GLM loudspeaker manager software 
with the introduction of GLM 4.1 for 
Genelec Smart Active Monitors and 
Subwoofers. The update brings with it the 
new AutoCal 2 automatic room calibration 
algorithm – which Genelec says delivers 
more precise adjustment in less time than 
previously possible thanks to 64-bit 
architecture and completely new code.

GLM 4.1 draws on data from a database 
of real world room calibrations, to make its 
adjustments to the DSP hardware within 
Genelec Smart Active Monitors, allowing 
each monitor and subwoofer to be 
networked, configured and individually 

calibrated for the specific acoustic 
environments. The system uses the GLM 
reference microphone to analyse room 
acoustics, after which each monitor and 
subwoofer can be automatically calibrated 
for relative level and relative distance delay, 
plus subwoofer crossover phase and 
frequency response. It offers a increased 
number of EQ filters for extra flexibility and 
a Solo-X mode for faster soloing of monitors 
when working with immersive content.

GLM also offers personalisation options, 
including the calibration of absolute 
listening level in dB SPL, according to global 
broadcast, OTT, gaming and film standards. 
www.genelec.com 
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Audio Producer Jonathan Kempster 
(MIPS) left BBC Radio News in April, 
after 35 years of service, to form Oral 
History Sound Recording, providing oral 
history interview recording, legacy 
format preservation, audio production, 
field recording, and training services.

Synthax has announced 
the appointment of 
Brittany Hilton as 
broadcast sales manager 
for the Americas, with a 
brief focusing on Digigram, 
RME and Ferrofish brands, 

and how they can be applied to 
broadcasting processes as well the 
hospitality, worship, live and distance 
learning markets.

“Brittany is a consummate professional 
and has almost a decade of experience 
in the industry,” states Derek Badala, 
Synthax Director of Sales, The Americas. 
“Over the last few years, Synthax has put 
forth a strong focus on the future of 
broadcasting and how its portfolio of 
brands can improve broadcasters’ 
processes.” 

Hilton has worked in the broadcasting 
industry since 2012, latterly with the 
Broadcasters General Store in Ocala, FL. 
and before that at Broadcast Depot as a 
national account manager and 
DoubleRadius as a sales rep, having also 
worked lighting and sound at the House 
of Blues in Myrtle Beach, SC.

Optimal Audio has announced the 
appointment of Audiosure as its sole 
distributor for Southern Africa. Part of 
the Focusrite Group, Optimal 
manufactures a one-stop solution of 
control, amplification and loudspeakers 
for small to medium-sized installations.

Audiosure, part of the First Technology 
group of companies, has been a leading 
distributor in the South African market 
for more than twenty years, and 
represents a portfolio of top 
international audio, lighting and AV 
brands. The company is headquartered 
in Johannesburg, with branches in Cape 
Town, Durban and Bloemfontein. As well 
as offering training, servicing and 
support to its dealers, Audiosure’s 
solutions team helps them to navigate 
integration projects with system design 
and full project-management.

/ News

MSc Media & Management, an Austrian 
recording company specialising in choirs, 
music ensembles and orchestras, has 
equipped one of its two mobile recording 
trucks with a Lawo mc²56 (MKIII) console 
and an A__stage64 AoIP node.

The 48-fader console is optimised for IP 
video production environments, with 
support for SMPTE 2110 and AES67/
Ravenna, and includes Lawo’s Button Glow 
colour backlit touch-sense encoders and 
colour TFT displays. It is paired with a Lawo 
mc² Micro Core, which provides 192 DSP 
channels and a 512x512 channel routing 
matrix, offering Waves SoundGrid 
integration.

The A__stage64 AoIP node has a 
capacity of 32 switchable mic/line inputs, 16 
analogue line outputs, 8 stereo AES3 inputs 
and 8 stereo AES3 outputs via XLR. It also 

provides dual-redundant MADI ports on 
SFP, 8 opto-isolated GPIO ports, 2 
streaming and control ports and a 
management port, in a 4RU package. 

“More and more productions require 
sophisticated miking with an appropriate 
number of channels in the console,” 
explains Christian Miklin, Managing Director 
of MSc Media & Management GmbH. 

“We were reaching the limits of our 
previous equipment, in terms of both the 
number of channels and the analog 
infrastructure... The Lawo mc²56 
production console turned out to be the 
appropriate solution. To my knowledge, no 
other manufacturer on the market offers 
the flexibility Lawo does, or the ability to 
prepare configurations offline and upload 
them as needed.”
www.lawo.com 

MSc Media picks Lawo for mobile truck

Gaetan Byk has announced he is now the 
majority shareholder in charge of Amadeus, 
the French designer and manufacturer of 
high-end audio equipment. Michel Deluc, 
co-creator of the original Amadeus brand 
with Bernard Byk will remain at Amadeus to 
lead specific projects.

Over the past 10-years, Gaetan Byk has 
guided the company and its new products, 
including the Philharmonia reference 
monitor created with architect Jean Nouvel 
for the Philharmonie de Paris concert hall 
recording studios; the stone-clad speakers 
made for the Panthéon; the unique 
speakers designed for Krug Champagne 
House made of COR-TEN steel, and the 
nearly 40-meter-long bespoke sound ramp 
designed for the Festival d’Avignon.

Collaborating with IRCAM and several 
other key French institutions, Amadeus also 
innovates in the area of spatial sound for 
the live field, with the Holophonix immersive 
sound processor having been adopted by 
venues worldwide.

“Our approach is rather transversal and 
our technical knowledge is very 
complementary,” says Gaetan Byk. “We 
mainly work in the electro-acoustic 
industry, namely the production of 
loudspeakers. We also deal with, on purely 
acoustic issues, the world of the recording 
studio, for many famous artists, producers, 
arrangers, and commercial studios. These 
departments have been, and continue to 
be, managed by Michel Deluc.”
www.amadeuslab.com

Gaetan Byk acquires Amadeus
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Pepper FM spices it up 
with Calrec’s Type R 

Athens-based Contemporary radio 
station, Pepper 96.6 FM, is now delivering 
its jazz, rock, funk and reggae 
programming with the help of Calrec’s 
modular Type R for Radio IP-based 
mixing system. It chose configuration with 
one fader panel and one LSP screen; taking 
advantage of the small footprint, while 
benefiting from the technological shift to an 
IP-based workflow. 

“Calrec’s Type R for Radio has many 
features that are highly valuable to us,” says 
Anastasios Labropoulos, Technical Director 
for the station. “Some of the most important 
ones are around IP technology; expandability 
for the future; ease of utilisation; ease of 
upgrading software; and last but not least, 
the number of I/Os and faders.

“Since we are primarily a music station, we 
had no need for a larger console; the current 
configuration of the Type R with specific I/O 
and faders fully covers our needs.”
www.calrec.com

Gordon Bahary opens 
Electric Kingdom Studios
Electric Kingdom Studios, a brand-new 
recording complex situated in 
Westchester County, just a half-hour 
north of New York City, has been 
conceived, designed and built to the 
specifications of multi-platinum producer, 
engineer, composer and recording artist 
Gordon Bahary to offers the combination 
of modern analogue equipment along 
with a cozy, welcoming atmosphere.

The centerpiece is a Rupert Neve 5088 
32-channel console,one of less than a dozen 
of this configuration in existence worldwide. 
It includes a 32-channel SwiftMix motorised 
fader system for complex mixes. Every 
artist who chooses to record at EK will 
benefit from Bahary’s engineering and 
producing experience. “This studio is for 
rent only with me as the engineer,” he says. 

Bahary has worn numerous hats during 
his career. Back in the early 1980s, he sold 7 
million copies of his Billboard R&B Top 10 hit, 
Electric Kingdom, hence the name of the 
studio. He’s collaborated closely with Stevie 
Wonder (two albums), Herbie Hancock and 
Ramsey Lewis, among many others. 

As working practices changed amid 
COVID restrictions, the virtual audience 
has become a regular feature of TV. Back 
in Resolution V21.1, we featured the team 
that created the BBC’s system for providing 
an Virtual Audiences to shows including 
Radio 4’s The News Quiz, and TV shows 
Mock The Week, Children in Need and the 
BAFTAs, but lately they have been talking 
about the role of CEDAR noise reduction 
within their workflow. 

Matthew Page, outside broadcast 
engineering manager at the BBC explained 
how they keep their large at-home 
audiences sounding great: “For each show, 
BBC Audience Services sends out links to 
an audience who can watch the 
programme being recorded. So we've got 
hundreds of incoming audio streams from 
people's homes, each adding some sort of 
noise — washing machines in the 
background, the hum of people's laptop 
computers, you know the kind of thing. If 
they're all summed together without any 

noise reduction it sounds pretty dreadful. 
We had to refine the process because 
we've now got up to 1,000 incoming 
streams that, even when we whittle them 
down, generally leaves an audience of 
about 300 to 350 sources.

Sound engineer Mark MacDonald adds: 
"When we started with the Virtual Audience 
system, we didn't really know if it would 
work. All ten of us would spend two days 
cleaning up to 150 tracks in post and 
turning them into a sort of cohesive sound, 
which was too time consuming. We 
borrowed a two-channel CEDAR DNS 2 
from another team, and we used that for 
the live element, so at least the live sound 
was quite clean. It was amazing what the 
DNS 2 could do, so we then got permission 
to get the 8-channel DNS 8D, which was 
really a game changer because, at that 
point, it was so good that we no longer 
needed to do any post production work on 
the sound."
www.cedaraudio.com

The BBC virtual audiences  
depend on CEDAR

PLASA, London 5-7 September
High End, Munich 9-12 September
IBC, Amsterdam 10-13 September
NAB, Las Vegas 9-13 October
AES Fall, Las Vegas  11-13 October
AES Fall [Digital] 20-23 October 2021

IoA Reproduced Sound, Bristol 16-18 November
Broadcast Tech Fest, London 30 November
NAMM, Annaheim 20-23 January 2022
Prolight+Sound, Frankfurt 26-29 April 2022
Musikmesse, Frankfurt April 2022
MPTS, London 11-12 May 2022

UPCOMING SHOWS 



100% Analog Precision Studio Monitors

& Active Bass Traps

Distributed in the UK by emerging Ltd www.emerginguk.com www.psiaudio.swiss

http://www.emerginguk.com
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New Gear

SSL’s latest System T broadcast platform update brings support for its 
next-generation TE1 and TE2 Tempest audio engines, which are due to be 
available by the time you read this. The new engines and software 
provide a flexible model for managing production capacity, allowing 
users to expand their capabilities with the addition of new software 
‘processing’ licenses. This means users can increase their processing and 
path capacity for user-defined project periods, such as large one-off 
sporting or entertainment events. 

System T includes the automatic discovery of Dante devices and 
AES67/ST 2110 streams via SAP, audio patching is presented via a GUI, 

with full mono routing 
capabilities. V3.1 includes 
improvements for managing 
AoIP networks, and additional 
access control entries for 
enhanced security of IO and 
console features. It also 
provides control for Focusrite’s 
Dante-enabled RedNet MP8R 
Mic I/O directly from System T 
consoles with parameters stored and recalled with scenes and showfiles. 
Additional features include the new ‘Send Stems’ mode, allowing 
standard subgroup (on/off) type stems to be switched to a bus with a 
send level, useful for efficient effect return signals or discrete feeds to 
outputs that require an independent mix. The ‘Path Recall Safe’ feature is 
also extended to include individual path processing blocks, providing a 
quick and simple way from within the ‘Channel View’ to recall safe a 
particular path section when firing scenes.

www.solidstatelogic.com

Heritage Audio 
Motorcity EQualizer

A reproduction of the ‘Holy Grail’ Motown units 
owned by award-winning producer and mix 
engineer Michael Brauer. The Motorcity’s 
10-gauge aluminium faceplate features Bakelite 
knobs as part of its historically accurate take on 
its inspiration, a design by Detroit studio’s chief 
technical engineer, Mike McLean’s. 

Created with the assistance of Black Lion 
Audio, the reproduction houses passive 
equalisation circuitry using no less than 21 
inductors and 21 tone capacitors, made for 
Heritage to match Michael Brauer’s originals’ 
values to 1% tolerances. It offers accessible 
frequency points at 50-, 130-, 320-, and 800Hz, 
before jumping to 2- and 5kHz, peaking at 
12.5kHz, each with a stepped rotary switch 
capable of a flat response or up/down up to 
8dB in 1dB increments. The front panel also 
features a simple IN/OUT/OFF toggle switch 
with top hat knob allowing users to A/B the EQ 
effect settings. 

www.heritageaudio.net

CEDAR
Isolate

CEDAR’s Isolate system is 
designed to change the 
way in which it's possible to 
record in noisy 
environments all from a mic 
array that is smaller than a 

beer mat. Available 
initially as a module 
in its latest CEDAR 
Trinity 5 long-term 

recording, monitoring and enhancement 
system, all from a mic array that is smaller than 
a beer mat, Isolate can also identify and output 
multiple speakers simultaneously, allowing users 
to hear and record whole conversations taking 
place in noisy environments. The fruits of a 
project that began in 2008, and spawned a 
sister company called AudioTelligence, the 
company sees a wide range of applications for 
the technology beyond its traditional markets. 
The new ‘direction of arrival’ system Isolate uses, 
differs from the current beamforming 
methodology by automatically isolating sources 
of interest within a sound field, meaning that 
less noise reduction is needed because less 
noise makes it onto the recording.

www.cedar.com 

Blackmagic
Davinci Resolve 17.3

With 17.3 Fairlight audio has improved in latency 
with new drivers that allow adjustments to the 
input buffering and processing latency of the 
new audio engine introduced in Resolve 17. This 
optimises the process for customer-specific 
hardware, making recording and playback easier 
and smoother. Updates to the export dialogue 
allow the export of clips or tracks directly from 
the Fairlight page — including clip levels, fades, 
EQ and effects or iXML metadata, as well as 
being able to normalise clips to match different 
loudness standards. New audio I/O options, 
improved mix-down support for LRC, 5.0 and 7.0 
track formats, and changes to the edit, nudge 
and fade behavior for linked clips also feature.

www.blackmagic.com

New products
A guide to the latest new hardware and software

Solid State Logic
System T V3.1, Tempest TE1 and TE2
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Neumann 
KH 750 AES67 Subwoofer
Neumann.Berlin’s new AES67 
subwoofer is a variant of the 
existing KH 750 DSP for 
AES67-based environments. 
Key to its operation is that it 
also provides access to 
Neumann's Automatic Monitor 
Alignment MA 1 functionality, 
thus allowing for room 
adaptive correction of all the 
connected elements of the 
monitoring system using its 
internal signal processing.

The newly developed 10” 
woofer provides bass extension 
down to 18Hz, and comes in an 
enclosure sized 383 x 330 x 
383mm weighing close to 20kg 
(43lbs). It provides a fully redundant 
AES67 ST 2110 compliant audio network 
interface, physically redundant network for 
ST 2022-7 environments and DANTE-
compatible mode for receiving DANTE 
AES67 streams. The built-in DSP 
integrates with Neumann’s MA 1 
measurement microphone and Mac or PC 
software to provide room correction of 
problems with amplitude and phase. 

www.en-de.neumann.com

Audio-Technica 
AT2040 

The AT2040 dynamic podcast mic, takes it cue 
from the BP40 broadcast microphone, bringing 
that functionality into the podcaster and 
content creator market. A highly directional 
hypercardioid pickup pattern is designed to 
minimise unwanted noise in less-than-ideal 
locations, alongside its specially designed, 
integrated shock mount.

It also offers a multistage, non-woven filter 
with foam mesh to provide internal pop filtering, 
allowing close-up use. Its frequency response is 
80Hz-16kHz, with a sensitivity of -53 dB (2.2 
mV, 0dB=1 V/Pa, 1 kHz) and an impedance of 
600Ohms. Included in the package is a pivoting 
stand mount, 5/8" (27mm) to 3/8" (16mm) 
threaded adapter and a soft protective pouch.

www.audio-technica.com

KRK 
KNS 6402/8402 

The KNS 6402 and ‘8402 headphones are a 
closed-back design, with a headband that 
features a self-aligning yoke system to ensure 
fit. Made with impact-resistant plastic material, 
KNS headphones are lightweight, with field-
replaceable parts, including the pads and cable. 
The KNS 6402 model’s foam pads provide up 
to 26dBA of isolation with a 122dB maximum 
SPL rating and a frequency response of 
10Hz-22 kHz. The KNS 8402’s leatherette 
covers provide up to 30dBA, while its drivers 
deliver 124dB maximum SPL rating and a 
frequency response of 5Hz-23kHz. They also 
feature a cable with in-line volume control.

www.krkmusic.com

UNiKA 
PRO-BT5 & PRO-USB
The new PRO series 
by UNiKA consists of 
direct injection boxes 
for various 
applications. The 
PRO-BT5 connects 
to devices via 
Bluetooth 5.0 with a 
range of up to 35m, 
with D/A conversion 
at a resolution of 
44.1kHz/16 bit. The 
PRO-USB functions 
as an audio interface 
with convenient 
USB-C plug-and-play 
operation for all systems, without the necessity 
to install drivers. Being the first DI box with 
USB-C, the PRO-USB allows recent 
smartphones, tablets and laptops to be 
integrated on stage or in the studio without 
much hassle. The D/A conversion works with up 
to 32-bit and 192kHz, supporting all common 
formats including Direct Stream Digital 

Both offer a 3.5mm monitor output for 
headphones of all kinds, balanced XLR stereo 
outputs for the desk or PA.

www.unikapro.com 

API 
Select Range

API’s new range introduces several different rackmount units. The T12 
tube mic pre is a 2-channel, all-tube, class-A design with AP2516 
transformer in the input stage and a custom API transformer on the 
output stage. The T25 Tube Compressor is a 2-channel, FET feedback-
style compressor/limiter with Class-A tube output and API transformer. 
The SR22 dual-channel compressor's patented circuit, originally designed 
for the Paragon live mixing console — includes its THRUST circuit, which 
protects the high-frequency content of the audio signal. The SR24 
dual-channel EQ, with twin four-band equalisers in a 2U rack that's a 
faithfully re-engineered version of API’s original 562 EQ. Also part of the 
Select line are two new guitar pedals (TranZformer GTR for guitar 
equalisation and the TranZformer CMP for compression effects). All are 
designed, built and tested at the API factory in Jessup, Maryland. 

www.apiaudio.com



Y ou may or may not have noticed 
this global pandemic thing and how 
it has changed many ways in which 
we work. It has shaped businesses, 
technology and indeed people — 

albeit into slightly more blobby versions of 
themselves.

I am sure all of you reading this will have had 
your day-to-day workflows changed in some 
way. For me, when it all started at least, I was 
living and working in San Francisco. The staff of 
the public radio station I was working for very 
rapidly dispersed to all corners of the Bay Area. 
As an audio engineer for a news station, I was 
categorised as a key worker. I still have yet to 
decide if that was a good or bad thing, 
however it did afford me some ‘luxuries’ when 
the city got locked down. One of these was 
that I had an exemption to travel. I could have 
gone anywhere, but instead I dutifully travelled 
downtown to the station to help keep it on air. 
During this period I could stand in the middle of 
four lane roads and take photographs of the 
emptiness, while at the same time listening to 
the birds whose song could now clearly be 
heard bouncing around the tall, glass covered 
office blocks.

It was at this point it occurred to me that 
what I was experiencing was a sonic moment in 
time. Eerily quiet streets devoid of the majority 
of human life, something only experienced in 
post apocalyptic zombie movies. With this in 
mind it occurred to me there must be other 
audio professionals around the world in a 
similar position and I should start a global 
‘Empty Cities’ crowdsourced sound effects 
library. Being my super-organised self, I totally 
failed to do it. However, other people obviously 
read my mind and did exactly that, and it 
appeared as the ‘Ambient Isolation’ library, 
which unfortunately is no longer available for 
download.

The wisdom of a crowd
Crowdsourced sound effect libraries are not a 
new thing, but they have certainly become 
more prevalent over recent years. A simple 
search online will reveal a wide number of these 

projects looking for volunteers. What is unique 
about these libraries is that the diversity of 
contributors from all corners of the globe 
always makes for an end product that one 
person or small team could never achieve. In 
addition, the diversity of the contributors from 
a cultural perspective often leads to sounds 
and locations that few commercial libraries can 
compete with.

Of course, with all of these geographically 
scattered contributors, with wildly varying 
degrees of experience, varying quality of 
equipment and their ability to move large 
quantities of data across continents, throws up a 
whole new set of challenges. Way back when 
broadband was all but a whimper in large 
metropolitan areas, there are stories of 
completed effects libraries being relay mailed 

on a single hard drive to one contributor after 
another — allowing them to copy the project 
before sending the drive on it’s way. 

Yet quantity of data is only the tip of the 
iceberg when it comes to these kinds of 
projects. In fact it’s metadata that is causing the 
biggest headache for both the people heading-
up these kinds of projects, and users of the 
libraries themselves. That being said, it is not just 
crowdsourced libraries that suffer from 
metadata issues, commercial offerings vary 
widely with both the quality of the data, the 
amount of the data or the absence of data in 
some extreme cases. In December of 2020, the 
Tonebenders podcast had a fascinating SFX 
crowd source roundtable discussion and It very 
quickly turned to the subject of metadata. For 
those of us that work with huge sound effects 
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libraries, metadata wrangling can be one of the 
most tedious and thankless tasks — but having it 
correct is an absolute necessity. 

Getting meta all the time
Let's step back a moment, and consider what 
kind of metadata we are talking about here. A 
standard broadcast wave (BWF), introduced in 
1997 by the EBU, is an extension to the standard 
Microsoft wave format that adds the ‘Broadcast 
Audio Extension’ chunk . This header, which 
includes — among other things — a basic 
description, originator, time and date and more 
recently loudness values and range, is the only 
kind of data that is specified in the format and 
hence guaranteed to be read by all compliant 
BWF hardware or software. As it stands 
additional metadata required for sound effects, 
such as detailed descriptions, locations, 
categories and subcategories are not universally 
supported.

During the aforementioned Tonebenders 
episode Tim Nielsen and Kai Paquin explained the 
public domain initiative they have been working 
on for a while called the Universal Category 
System. This project, which is supported by many 
sound librarians and vendors, sets out a naming 
and categorising convention for sound effects. At 
its core the UCS “encourages a special structure 
for filenames” based on the UCS list. The list of 
656 category/sub-category ID pairs (for example 
AIR/MISC or AIR/SUCTION through to WOOD/
BREAK and WOOD/TONAL) defines the only 
required part of the filename. This in of itself is not 
extremely useful, however a fully formed filename 
should include the Category ID, a brief 
description, creator ID and a source ID, resulting 
in something like GUNAuto_Uzi 9mm Rapid Fire 
Close Up Short Bursts_TN_DORY — though why 
Uzi’s were recorded for Finding Dory I have yet to 
discover!

Now, if everyone categorises using the same 
system it quickly becomes obvious that finding a 
sound effect becomes exponentially easier. 
Couple this with the way in which it is very easy 
to break the filename down into data that can be 
written to the BWF as optional chunks, or stored 
in your librarian softwares database (and the 
flexibility this also provides) becomes clear. Such 
software — including Soundminer, AudioFinder, 
Soundly or Basehead to name a few — are 
extremely powerful tools for manipulating this 
now standardised data and easily allowing the 
integration of additional metadata that may have 
been provided by the library creator or vendor 
— Ambient Isolation has a great example of this 
(see links).

It can be a daunting task dealing with an ever 
expanding library of sound effects, finding what 
you need when you need it. This coupled with 
the rapidly expanding availability of libraries 
from across the globe makes the need for UCS 
an absolute necessity. With a library of over 
60,000 effects myself, some of which need a lot 
of attention, I now just need to decide if I should 
spend the time pouring over spreadsheets or 
standing in the middle of an empty city 
screaming up at the birds. 

LINKS 
Ambient Isolation
bit.ly/Resolution-Ambient-Isolation

Tonebenders
bit.ly/Resolution-Tonebenders

Universal Category System
bit.ly/Resolution-Universal

Soundminer UCS metadata integration example 
bit.ly/Resolution-Soundminer-UCS

Soundminer
bit.ly/Resolution-Learn-Soundminer

Audiofinder
bit.ly/Resolution-AudioFinder

Soundly
bit.ly/Resolution-Soundly

Basehead
bit.ly/Resolution-Basehead

http://www.schoeps.de/cmc1lemo


 Luna, Universal Audio’s hearty challenge 
to the dominance of Pro Tools in the 
world of professional DAWs, has taken a 
step forward with the introduction of an 

API Vision Console emulation, which claims to 
turn their existing hardware/software platform 
into just that… an end-to-end API Vision console 
— complete with mic pres, dynamics, EQ, 
summing and bus compression. Before I 
question whether there’s merit to the claim, I 
think a look around the Luna landscape is in 
order to understand the setting.

Until Luna came along, the integration of the 
UAD Apollo Console software as a recording 
front-end to any DAW was diabolical: muting/
unmuting record tracks to avoid monitor delays, 
no live drop-ins, lack of channel strip and effects 
monitoring integration (so the performance 
always sounded different to the playback). It’s 
still like that with other DAWs, but within Luna 
the Apollo Console app is transformed into a 
vision of svelte delight. The Apollo Console input 
channels are duplicated within Luna, and with 
one click on the ARM button (Accelerated 
Realtime Monitoring) you have latency-free 
recording, seamless drop-ins and consistent 
monitoring between record and playback. 

The only problem now is that it isn’t Pro Tools 
(or whichever is your go-to DAW) so the 
environment is unfamiliar and operation 
becomes slower while you climb the learning 
curve. Fortunately, for Pro Tools users, UA have 
been smart enough to model Luna in its image 
— workflow, layout and even key commands will 
all be familiar. Smart move. The new Luna 
update goes further towards Pro Tools land with 

the introduction of ‘Versions’, its take on 
Playlists. These can be duplicated, group edited 
and most other things you’re used to. It also now 
has template options, but you still can’t import 
track data or save channel strip settings, but all 
these are sure to be included in the future as we 
users flood the feedback channels with requests 
for more of the Pro Tools features we’re used to.

API Vision Console Emulation
In much the same way that UA introduced 
Unison technology as an insert option to model 
different input preamps in the Apollo Console 
app, Luna now includes a ‘Console’ slot, which 
enables you to apply the complete signal chain 
of a modelled console. Currently, you can only 
choose ‘none’ or API, but this suggests that 
sooner or later there will be other console 
models available. On an Audio and Instrument 
track, this consists of a Unison 212L preamp 
module, a 235L Dynamics module and an EQ 
module which can be either a 550L semi-
parametric or a 560L graphic EQ. On an 
auxiliary bus, the API Console menu gives only 
the API2500 bus compressor, but there’s also a 
Summing slot from which you can choose 
either API or Neve-coloured saturation. 

You can assign the API console to any or all 
tracks. Doing the latter you’d think would play 
havoc with your limited UAD DSP resources but 
contrary to normal UAD operations, console 
inserts use native processing and only switch to 
UAD DSP chips when a track is switched to 
record or input monitor for near-zero latency. This 
DSP management is a very clever move, allowing 
a full sense of the API experience without having 

to spend more on Apollo hardware. 
There are various upgrade paths for people 

who already own individual UAD API plug-ins, 
so you don’t have to buy them all over again to 
get the full Vision Console Emulation in Luna. 
Most of the individual elements of the API 
Vision Console package are the same as the 
UAD plug-in versions, the only thing that’s 
sonically exclusive to Luna is the API summing. 
The important thing here is the general console 
experience that you get from a ‘one-click’ 
insertion and this shouldn’t be underestimated. 
When you create a new record track with the 
API Vision Console and ARM it you get faced 
with a virtual match of what you would see on 
the physical console: The preamp has mic/line, 
phantom, phase, pad and filter options along 
with 4 slots into which you can insert any 
processing (UAD plug-ins only) you want to 
print with the performance. 

Below that you find the ‘return channel’ with 
a line gain stage and the API dynamics and EQ 
for monitor processing: Here you have to click 
between the three modules or if you want to see 
all three at the same time you can open the 
Vision Console browser and they all appear in a 
window on the left. The sound is, as we’ve come 
to know, love and expect, very ‘API’ — hard mids 
and a tough bottom end. Okay, you don’t get 
the physical experience, but then you don’t have 
to worry about what you might catch from the 
hundreds of people that have twiddled the 
same knobs since it was new and clean. It does 
feel really neat, the integration of recording and 
playback has that old-school workflow that I 
grew up with. So neat in fact, that it’s not hard to 
imagine API/UA releasing a hardware controller 
channel strip to add to the real experience.

My time with Luna and the API Console was 
very encouraging. Luna has only been around 
for 18 months and already it feels like a 
workable proposition in a professional setting 
and is, without doubt, a serious challenger to 
Pro Tools’ dominance. There are still many 
annoying omissions — surround routing, 
importing track data and side-chaining to 
mention a few — but with a couple more 
revisions it will surely get there. The last 
mention should go to the sound, which is 
perhaps the most impressive aspect. The 
integral summing and tape options along with 
the quality from UAD plug-ins we already know 
about, make this the most analogue-sounding 
platform I’ve worked on. The variety of colour 
and glue available is a pure joy.  

PROS  Rock-solid, no compromise Apollo 
integration; one-click access to classic 
API sound, analogue workflow and 
flavour; Luna improving all the time

CONS It’s not Pro Tools, or any of the other 
DAWs you’re used to.

www.uaudio.com 

VERDICT
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plugins, and their unique integration with its Luna DAW

API Vision Console
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A bit of sparkle 
In use, this is definitely the case, as I 
discovered, having the opportunity to 
use the BB29 on a number of sessions 
via a variety of transparent sounding 

pre-amps. While the obvious use for 
this microphone would be vocals or 
acoustic instruments the first task 
was to capture a room in mono for a 
drum recording. Pushing the fader up 
revealed a pleasing and balanced rise 
in the upper frequencies bringing 
clarity and a nice bit of sparkle and air 
to the overall kit sound without the 
cymbals becoming brash or zingy. 

I found this quite surprising for a 
bright microphone and this reinforces 
JZ's claims about their capsule 
design. The next session up was a 

solo slide and fingerpicking 
guitarist using a couple of different 
acoustic guitars. The BB29 
captured a ‘live’ — at times edgy 
— sound, which once again 

worked in a surprisingly neutral 
manner. Just enough detail without it 
becoming annoying. On both female 
and male vocals, this microphone 
sounded detailed, present and 
up-front. I found very little EQ was 
needed at mixing and it responded 
well to compression. One may expect 
sibilance and other unwanted noises 
but this was not found to be an issue. 
It sounds unlike any of my other 'go 
to' vocal microphones; just different 
enough to stand out from the rest 
making it a model I would want to 
audition at vocal sessions in the 
future.

Not the norm
Quite apart from its stylish looks, 
the combination of JZ's single 
diaphragm capsule design and 

transformer output has allowed them 
to create a really unique microphone 

that's hard to compare to similar types 
in this price range. The closest sounding 
I've recently used is the Neumann 
TLM103, yet the BB29 is a tad smoother, 
maybe a little less brittle. It's actually 
refreshing to use a microphone that is 
carving its own niche and isn't trying to 
replicate any of the famous vintage 
models. While I wouldn't consider this to 
be a general-purpose microphone it 
excels on vocals and acoustic guitars 
providing a flattering level of clarity 

without entering territory that's harsh on 
the ears. A difficult trick indeed! The JZ 
BB29 is definitely a worthy addition to 
the microphone locker.  

JZ Microphones BB29 Signature
J DEAN tries out a new mic from JZ that, once again, is something a little different

 For the uninitiated JZ 
Microphones are a boutique 
company hailing from Latvia and 
refreshingly their products, 

including the capsule, are all handmade 
in house. This instantly raises 
expectations in terms of quality of 
build, finish and performance. The 
BB29 is the first of Juris Zarins' 
signature series and features his own 
unique diaphragm design known as 
The Golden Drop. The majority of 
capacitor microphones available use 
gold-sputtered film across the 
diaphragm membrane whereas Juris 
has applied his gold film in a pattern 
of small circles claiming this makes 
for more clarity due to a more 
responsive capsule. This particular 
microphone houses a single 
diaphragm and is transformer 
coupled meaning it is limited to 
just a cardioid response. However, 
it does deliver less proximity 
effect, allowing for less problematic 
close microphone positions.

On inspection, the BB29 has a 
very distinctive look being a fairly 
flat, rectangular shape solidly 
constructed from black, textured 
metal with a similarly shaped basket 
for the capsule. This coupled with the 
JZ signature creates a very pleasing 
looking piece of kit. The sides have 
pairs of metal discs for the 
microphone's unique shock mount 
which is sold separately while the 
XLR socket is mounted on the 
bottom alongside a standard 
threaded microphone stand mount. 
With this being limited to cardioid 
there's obviously no pattern 
switch and also there's no pad 
switch present. Sadly this 
microphone does not include any 
kind of box for storage or travel; that 
would be a welcome addition. JZ's 
specifications state signal levels at 
140dB before distortion becomes 
apparent with an output impedance of 
150Ohms and in common with other 
microphones of this type require 
phantom power. The frequency 
response graph illustrates a broad rise 
in upper mid to high frequencies and 
fairly flat across the low end with a 
small 500Hz bump leading to the 
conclusion JZ are looking to attain a 
flattering bright sound. 

PROS  Excels on vocals and acoustics 
guitars; up-front sound; 
something a little different.

CONS Shockmount sold separately; no  
storage box.

https://intshop.jzmic.com

VERDICT
/ The BB29 is the 

first of Juris Zarins' 
signature series



Empire Ears ESR mkII
JOHN MOORE plugs in a set of reference in-ear monitors with more than just good looks 
going for them

 The issues that arise from trying to 
complete mixes on headphones alone 
are well documented, as are the 
increasing number of software solutions 

that attempt to make it easier to do. Changing 
work situations, however, mean that apart from 
the detail work that has always led us to turn to 
a trusted set of cans, more and more tasks are 
finished this way. 

Empire Ears offers an extensive range of 
distinctively styled IEM systems for stage 
performers and audiophiles, packaged 
beautifully in a box that is a guilty joy to open. 
The ESR’s, though, are described as their 
‘Reference’ model, and are aimed squarely at 
studio-based uses, including mixing and 
mastering — usually the reserve of over-ear 
models. 

These bring with them a little of the styling 
the stage units do they, in both design and 
packaging. Inside the ESR mkII’s white 
cardboard cube, comes the headphones 
themselves, a pleasing storage tin, cleaning 
cloth and tools, and a range of buds in varying 
sizes. 

Obviously, As there is some correlation 
between the bass response from in-ear 
systems to the position in the ear, it is worth 
experimenting with a few of these to find the 
right mix between comfort, secure fit and 
audio results. For those who feel it is needed, 
there are custom fitting options available at an 
extra cost.

Bling thing
Stylistically, even when out of the luxurious 
packaging, this is not a utilitarian piece of kit. If 
you choose Empire Ears, it’s probably partly 
because you want a bit of bling in your life, and 
we wouldn’t admonish you for that. Their 
polymer finish makes them feel a little like 
they’re encased in amber, feel-wise — and some 
of the models take advantage of this with some 
extremely colourful, jewelry-like inset finishes. 
By comparison to models such as the Valkyrie, 
the ESR mkII’s are almost austere, but they still 
giving off an expensive vibe. They’re far from 
being style over substance, though there’s 

plenty of interesting engineering going on 
behind these plugs. Yes, they sit at a price point 
that will make some people shudder, but are 
not outlandishly priced in the audiophile or 
critical-listening fields. After a while using them, 
you can hear and feel where that money has 
gone; whether the investment you’d be making 
in these is worth it to you is a decision I can’t 
make, but I can say you wouldn’t be paying 
disproportionately for the looks. 

Five drive
The buds themselves contain no less than five 
drivers with the brushed steel, polymer-coated 
enclosures,Three of these are of the balanced 
armature type, which handle frequencies up to 
around the 4kHz mark, while the HF output is 
handled by two electrostatic drivers and 
Empire’s proprietary EIVEC (Empire Intelligent 
Variable Electrostatic Control) unit. These 
drivers — while they can’t produce anything 
below the 4kHz mark — can reproduce 
frequencies up to 100kHz, which obviously 
allows the ESR’s to achieve a flatter response in 
the range we mere humans can perceive. 
Empire Ears has done extensive work taming 
this technology for its headphones, claiming 
that EIVEC solves the problem of balancing an 
electrostatic driver’s higher output levels when 
used alongside armature-type drivers. 

Empire’s synX crossover handles the 
distribution of frequencies to each driver, a 
design that eschews the use of PCBs in favour 
of in-line componentry in order to decrease 
resistance. Components are coated with the 
company’s ARC polymer, which increases their 
mass and reduces resonance in the drivers. 

In the real world
Of course, talking about esoteric engineering 
decisions and real-world listening are not the 
same thing, so where does all this interesting 
innovation and styling leave us? Well, in a very, 
very good place actually. There is nothing I can 
find in the claims that the Empire Ears team 
make for these headphones that isn’t borne out 
when listening. As the scope of work that 
people are completing on headphones has 

widened, so has the standard of the equipment 
being created to complete that work. The 
Empire Ears ESR mkIII are a prime example of 
this innovation and increasing quality. 
Comfortable to wear and listen to for extended 
periods of time, they are ideal for detailed work 
and making EQ decisions. While the IEM style 
of headphone naturally suits itself to the live 
arena, whether on-stage or off, these 
reference-standard examples produce results 
that can translate well enough to more than 
earn their tag. 

If I had a slight criticism, it’s a practical one 
— I would have appreciated a longer cable out 
of the box as the length required by an IEM, 
which usually only needs to go to a transmitter 
feels limiting when moving around in a studio 
desk environment, and it seems a shame to take 
all that beautiful copper cabling and stick it 
straight into an extension for the sake of 
another metre. 

To call the ESR’s pleasing to listen to would 
be a slight misnomer, as what they are is almost 
clinically clear, bright and rounded. While they 
are not designed to sound flattering, they are 
pleasing and comfortable to wear and show 
their value over long listening sessions, where 
they really cut back on the fatigue you can 
experience from wearing headphones for 
prolonged periods of time. This really was one 
of the things I had to experience myself to get a 
handle on, but the effect of switching to the 
Empire Ears from my current headphones was 
pleasing. 

If sound isolation is essential to your work, 
either in less-than-ideal tracking environments 
or live recording situations, these headphones 
can more than deliver the details you’ll be 
listening for. Some users may benefit from 
talking to the company or its dealers about the 
custom-fitted options that are available at a 
premium (and require a fitting), if they want the 
ultimate in comfort and reliable response. 
However, most after taking a while to 
acclimatise to the in-ear style, the investment 
you’ve just made will start to pay off.  

PROS Good reference sound that travels well; 
great style; low-fatigue listening over 
long sessions.

CON That cable length; styling may not be to 
all tastes

www.empireears.com
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RME 12Mic
ROB SPEIGHT looks at a flexible mic pre that comes in a great package 

 Unless you’re one of those weirdos who 
like to watch complete strangers unbox 
products on YouTube, the last thing 
you’d probably expect from a review 

about a 12-channel digitally controlled 
microphone preamp with AVB and MADI is for 
the reviewer to say: ‘The first thing that 
impressed me about this product was the 
packaging.’ 

Hear me out, though, because the lack of 
plastic and prevalence of bio-degradable 
material in the 12Mic’s box was notable. Don’t 
get me wrong, there was some, but there was a 
distinctly smaller amount than I’ve seen from 
other manufactures and it made me smile. Also 
worthy of note is that a printed manual is 
included! No CD here, no ‘Go to the website to 
download it’ — which, as we all know,  means 
‘print it at home and save us some money.’ 

I can almost hear some of you shouting: ‘How 
is that sustainable?’ Well, I would argue that the 
spiral-bound manual is 100% recyclable — unlike 
the dreaded CD — but maybe I am going off on 
a tangent.

Panel flannel
All the environmental commentary on 
packaging aside, let’s start with the next most 
important thing — the power. As you’d expect, 
the 1U unit has a power switch at the rear and 
standby switch on the front panel. This switch 
(more of a knob if you ask me, but I’m using the 
manual’s words) also doubles to navigate 
around the menu systems on the screen, the 
biggest problem with this is that the power LED 
is completely obscured by the giant ‘knob’ from 
certain angles (and it’s not exactly bright). In 
certain lighting conditions, and/or from the 
wrong angle, it’s hard to discern if the device has 
power or not.

The front panel of the 12Mic comprises 12 
XLR inputs, the first four of which are XLR/TRS 
combos. These inputs run at 24-bit and either 
44.1, 96 or 192kHz and have a S/N ratio of 
greater than 120dB(A). Above each input is a 
small LED and a select button; said LED is 

multi-functional and provides either indication 
of input level, or state of phantom power, active 
TRS input, active high impedance pad or 
participation in a gain group. This is a small 
thing, but I always like to see functions such as 
pad and phantom power as physical controls 
making them quickly and easily accessible. 
However, in the case of the 12Mic these options 
have to be activated via the menu system — 
relatively easy given the size of the screen on 
the front panel — or using the option to control 
to configure the device via a web browser. The 
latter option is fast, intuitive and certainly makes 
the copious routing options extremely easy to 
complete and visualise. Before we leave the 
front panel and dive a bit deeper into that, 
though, we should also mention the 1/4” 
headphone jack — which itself can have its 
output routed from pretty much anywhere.

The rear of the device, as well as the 
standard three-pin IEC power connector also 
has the option for a 12V DC input which can 
work instead of — or in addition to — the 
internal power supply. This not only gives power 
options, but also allows for power redundancy 
as the 12Mic monitors both inputs and will 
switch between them if necessary — ideal for a 
live situation.

The 12Mic is also loaded with I/O. For control 
without network connectivity there is a USB 
port in addition to three ADAT outs, a coax 
MADI in/out, a SFP (small form factor) fibre port 
also for MADI, and two ruggedised RJ45 
network ports running at 100MBit/s or 1Gb. 
When running at 1Gb the ports can support up 
to eight AVB audio streams, remote status and 
control of AVDECC and also remote status and 
control with HTTP over IP. Oh, and let’s not 
forget the Word Clock in and out just for good 
measure!

Clock watching
By default the 12Mic will sync to its own internal 
clock, however there are options to sync the 
device to one of the digital inputs that utilise 
RME’s SteadyClock, which “extracts a low jitter 

clock signal from the incoming signal”. The 12Mic 
will also fall back to alternative clock sources 
should it loose the currently active one, ending 
on its internal clock should it need. When using 
its internal clock the supported sample rates are 
44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 & 192kHz. Faster sample 
rates naturally have channel count implications 
depending on the type of input being used, 
reducing a MADI 64 stream from 64 channels at 
48kHz down to 16 at 192kHz for example.

With all this connectivity you may feel a little 
overwhelmed at getting the thing configured 
and up and running, but RME have thought of 
this too. Once you’re happy that everything is 
connected correctly and talking (a quick check of 
the status page will show if anything is awry) 
several quick start presets are loaded into the 
12Mic giving basic I/O configurations. 
Additionally, once you’ve fully configured the 
device you can save up to 15 presets for different 
scenarios. The front screen of the 12Mic also acts 
as metering during normal operation. The meters 
can run in peak or RMS mode. Surprisingly, the 
little display can show up to 64 channels of MADI 
input simultaneously, small though those meters 
are, or any other input selected.

In concept and operation, the RME 12Mic is 
an extremely capable, flexible and great-
sounding mic pre-amp. But as you’ve read, it is 
much more than that. Now all I have to do is put 
it back in the box and return it; but I’ll resist the 
temptation to describe that in detail.  

PROS  Great sounding; Incredibly flexible 
routing; dual redundant power supply; 
browser interface & on-screen GUI quick 
and easy to use.

CONS Data input knob slightly obscures other 
indicators.

www.rme-audio.de
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 The album was about 90% 
done but then Trump got 
elected and Bono said we had 
to make changes, as some of 
it wasn’t relevant anymore. 
There followed another 7 or 8 
months of work after that…

Four years in the making, Amorphous Androgynous finally unveil their 
hugely ambitious electronic prog rock odyssey. DANNY TURNER 
charts the project’s choppy waters with Garry Cobain

The Amorphous 
Androgynous
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With the pioneering Future Sound 
of London still in semi-hibernation, 
Garry Cobain and Brian Dougans 
return to their Amorphous 

Androgynous alias to create their first original 
body of work since 2005. Titled We Persuade 
Ourselves We Are Immortal, the 40-minute, 
six-part prog rock concept album was created 
on a scale rarely seen these days, featuring over 
100 musicians with a full 25-piece string 
orchestra and 50-piece choir.

Under construction since 2017, the Floyd-
inspired release features a veritable supergroup 
of contributors including Van der Graaf 
Generator’s Peter Hammill (vocals), Paul Weller 
(piano and guitar), Caravan’s Brian Hopper 
(sax) and one of Britain’s foremost guitarists, 
Ray Fenwick, with Garry Cobain in the 
‘sampledelic’ hot seat. We sat down with the 
producer to talk about that, and set the record 
straight on his infamous co-production fracas 
with Noel Gallagher.

Moving from the pioneering IDM of Future 
Sound of London to the psychedelic/
progressive rock sound of The Amorphous 
Androgynous, do you feel that electronic 
music has less to say in 2021?
FSOL was set up to be quite a vast, open 
source experiment and we were able to do lots 
of styles within that. I loved the audio-visual 
mystery of electronic music, but as we veered 
towards the millennia, with ‘future’ in our name I 
began to catch a glimpse of a future lust that I 
didn’t like and wanted to get the balance right. I 
don’t think FSOL has changed. A lot of it’s been 
archivist, and Brian [Dougan]’s been really 
active within that mode. When we’re solid 
together in recognising that name, there’ll be a 
very strong new FSOL that’s not so hidden.

Why was “future lust” a dead end for you?
It’s the whole aspect of a faster, more 
programmed, more syncopated future, but 
what about the future of George Martin 
hooking up two 24 tracks and using the 
technology of the day to revolutionise the 
song? I was excited about that and began to 
play avant-garde ‘60s albums that used 
electronics. I didn’t want there to be a 
revolution of technology, I wanted to 
revolutionise my soul to be more symbiotic with 
everything. The future can’t just be technology; 
that would be a dangerous future.

So what was the concept behind We Persuade 
Ourselves We Are Immortal?
In my mind, I was going to reunite Roger 
Waters and David Gilmour and get them doing 
harmonies [laughs]. My soul craved a certain 
kind of sound — I wanted to hear lyrics against 
lo-fi, modular vintage synth work. After the 
absurdity of [FSOL’s 2002 LP] The Isness, I 
craved a bit more of the FSOL — more of the 
depth, the ambience and the synths, but in 2012 
I had no idea how I would be able to do a Floyd 
thing, especially with the budget on my label. 
Then I thought, I’ve only got one life I’m going 

to have to do it budget or not, and it’s been 
amazing in terms of directing and coordinating 
musicians and experimenting with my own 
songrwiting and lyrics.

How would you describe Brian’s role in the 
production process these days?
 Brian’s much more technological. He’s also a 
brilliant communicator — albeit a lot more 
sparing with his words than me. The interesting 
story here is the advent of the remote studio. 
We’ve had to learn a new lexicon or language, 
which is working out our philosophy and 
working alone to the best of our ability. With 

Amorphous it’s based on songs, so I’m like a 
dog with a bone looking to interface with the 
right guitarist, drummer, vocalist or lyricist. He’s 
like, ‘fuck that, I just wanna keep making 
building blocks and new tracks’. He’s totally 
productive, so it’s very push-and-pull, but if I 
need a revolutionary angle put on a sound then 
I have the world expert. Sometimes it will come 
back as something I can use directly or 
sometimes I’ll say, ‘my god, it’s a new song!’

And your role?
I’m a kind of master of sampling. I’ve been doing 
that for 30 years so I’m going to self-own that — 
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/ Interview

having grown up with an Akai S612 two-second 
sampler and trained my ears to listen to snippets 
of sound. When I listen to someone play, I can 
hear what I like and direct it into a mode. In the 
‘90s we’d pay £50 to a musician, give them a 
reference, leave the DAT running and go and 
play pool. We were dysfunctional and didn’t 
even know how to interface with a human being. 
Now, I’ll talk to you about philosophy and get 
into what triggers you and your trauma wounds 
before we start recording. I’m really interested in 
collaboration and people — that’s how you get 
them to trust you and really understand what 
you’re after.

What intrigued you about working with Peter 
Hamill on this project?
I originally met Peter when he gave us the Mojo 
Compilation Album of the Year award for A 
Monstrous Psychedelic Bubble Exploding in 
Your Mind. I must confess I was a little 
embarrassed that night because I was 
introduced to people and didn’t actually know 
who they were. I didn’t know Peter too well 
either as most of my psychedelic catalogue 
came from picking up second-hand records. I’d 
never come across a Van der Graaf Generator 
album, probably because people don’t get rid 
of them. It was only when Gary Lucas sent me 

an album he’d done with Peter that I heard an 
authority of voice that was able to occupy its 
own unique area and recognised the exact 
terrain that would work in. I’m a fully-fledged 
fan now because I’ve had more time to absorb 
his vast talent since the record came out.

We Persuade is a proper prog-rock odyssey. 
Where did you start in terms of laying a sound 
bed to build from?
Although some of the great prog-rock and 
conceptual rock albums were done with a 
bunch of dudes sitting around a chateau for 
months waiting to do their part, that’s not going 
to work in the modern day. I create guitar, bass 
and drum samples from sessions I’ve done with 
musicians over the years and tend to lay the 

/ Brian Dougans and Garry Cobain 

 We were 
dysfunctional and 
didn’t even know 
how to interface 
with a human 
being. Now, I’ll 
talk to you about 
philosophy

/ Paul Weller laying down piano 
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template of a song using those. We Persuade 
was already a 12-minute loop with drums, then I 
laid guitar and bass down, sampled that and 
started singing before breaking it out to loosen 
it up. I wanted it to sound live but I also wanted 
to have a sound bed that couldn’t possibly be 
live. I’m not interested in metronomic looping, 
too much processing or the reverb sounding 
modern — if it’s beginning to sound like a 
modern record I have to pull it apart and ditch 
it. Although it sounds like I’m emulating the 
past, I’m not. I’m perceiving a liberation of form 
that, yes, involves technology but has a load of 
eternal spirit in there. We don’t need to forget 
the past; we need to bring what works from the 
past into the present. That’s the ethos of 
Amorphous.

How did you persuade Paul Weller to take 
part and at what point was he brought into 
the production?
He rang out of the blue to say that he loved one 
of the tracks we’d previously worked on and 
could we work out a deal for it. I was thinking, 
great, so I told him I’d swing by to talk about 
splits and deals. Long story short, I ended up 
staying three days and played him my piano 
refrain on We Persuade with vocals and all the 
samples. A lot of people equate Paul with his 
music and vocals, but he’s one of my favourite 
instrumentalists. We went to a curry house and 
I’ve always got Erik Satie and romantic French 
stuff like Debuchy on the CD in the car. Paul 
went really quiet and as soon as we got back he 
said ‘I’ve got an idea for that track’ and 
immediately sat at the Steinway and wrote 

something in two takes. I went straight from 
Paul’s to Sid Arthur to ask if he knew a baritone 
sax player and he gave me Brian Hopper’s 
number.  Then I knew I could crack this We 
Persuade baby open, so I collaged Paul’s piano 
with a couple of his solo 12-string guitar motifs 
and went down to Brian’s.

I understand mix engineer Enrico Berto had a 
big role to play?
I dropped a Facebook post about working with 
Peter Hammill and Enrico messaged saying, “no 
way, I love Van der Graff Generator” and started 
introducing me to loads of other tracks. At that 

point I was really struggling with the technical 
enormity of what I was getting into. I didn’t 
realise I was going to replace a cello and a 
violin, multi-tracked ten times into a real 
25-piece string orchestra, but Enrico started to
show he really understood that. The mixing was
colossal and I wanted to see how he dealt with
the almighty challenge of using all those live
elements. I knew he had a Neve set up and I
was really interested in a getting an analogue,
vintage sound, so I got on a flight, went to Italy,
stayed there for four days to do the first mix
and listened all the way back home. I was
buzzing.

/ Peter Hammill of Van der Graaf Generator 

/ Brian Hopper
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This sort of project sounds perfect for  
Abbey Road…
Last time I went there was for The Isness, but I 
basically tried to polish a turd. Some of the 
recording was wrong and I tried to rectify it in 
mastering, which of course you can never do. 
We ended up spending seven grand, 
everybody was horrified and I was banned 
from recording at Abbey Road. I think a lot of 
us fell for the beautiful illusion of digital. 
Basically, we’ve all broken out of the box again, 
or reconfigured the box to be in symbiosis with 
all that wonderful gear. At the end of the day, 
as much as computers have the ability to do 
exciting things recording is a wonderful air and 
that air is in the diodes and transistors of 
wonderful gear. That air is deeper than ones 
and zeros; it’s sacred.

You recorded strings at The Foundry in 
Sheffield. Can you take us through what your 
expectations were of the orchestra and the 
setting up of that space?
Morven Bryce, who’s a top player on film 
sessions at Abbey Road, had been the violin 
player and string arranger by means of me 
singing bits to her and collaging them. We built 
them up over a year across four or five different 
sessions but she came back one day and said 
she’d love to get a live string section for this 
because 24 strings playing together is very 
different to collaging three violins from a 
multitude of mic positions. I couldn’t afford 
strings so we put something on Facebook 
saying if you’d like to play on a 12-minute rock 
odyssey with revered session musician Morven 
Bryce, you’ll be fed and credited but there’s no 
money in it. We got a great reception to that, so 
there I was with 25 strings all set up and just 

about to hire a hall in Sheffield to try and wing it 
when the guy from The Foundry saw us on 
Facebook and said that he’d love to get 
involved. Let’s call it synchronicity.

Did the 50-piece choir also necessitate being 
recorded on a budget?
I realised I couldn’t get the choir to the same 
studio because it was a 30-minute drive away, 
so I basically needed a mobile studio. I was 
speaking to Steve Cobby and he suggested 
Paul Blakeman of The Cuckoo Clocks for 
on-location recording, so I hired him to come 

with his computer and mic, went to the 
rehearsal of the choir and recorded them over 
two days. It was about accepting imperfect 
character balanced by a good recording. I 
wanted it to have edge rather than make 
perfectly recorded chamber music. 

For the final track, Synthony, you brought in 
Dave Spiers who runs GForce Software? 
Dave Spiers had posted a video on Facebook 
of him playing the Yamaha CS-80 and I 
immediately recognised its Vangelis sound so I 
got in touch with him. He invited me down to 
his studio, opened the door and, wow, he had 
100 rare vintage synths. He’s now become an 
expert on all those synths and knows how to 
model them and turn them into GForce 
software.

There’s a theme that runs throughout the 
album where certain passages of music are 
returned to — a thread that keeps pulling the 
concept back together.
I love that, so I don’t want to ruin it, but it all 
started with We Persuade. It’s a bit like a movie 
— you film loads of extra scenes and a lot of 
stuff hits the cutting room floor. There were lots 
of pieces I loved that had to go, but I still 
thought I could elevate those buried elements 
and expand them. Suddenly I could make a 
synth that was previously hidden really loud or 
turn a bridge into a Tomorrow Never Knows–
type up-tempo splurge. So I dragged the 
samples kicking and screaming into that terrain, 
backwards, time-stretched and using that 
classic trick of recording the vocals half-speed 
with the beats and sounds at double-speed. I 
love motifs that punctuate space in a reverb or 
echo and find them really impactful, so I 
basically started to build in and add new 
instruments and performances from people like 
Dave Spiers.

/ Interview

/ Dave Spiers of G-Force Software, and some of his synth collection

/ A string session at Sheffield's The Foundary
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Do you have plans to further develop the material? 
I’m not really sure if We Persuade is a themed single or an epic concept 
album. The real album will be Listening Beyond the Head Chakra, where 
you’ll get an element of We Persuade and the next single Mantra Crossing 
Over, which will also be 40 minutes. 

It’s been written that you didn’t get on well with Noel Gallagher when 
producing his High Flying Birds debut. What impact did that 
experience have on you?
I was a little traumatised in terms of what it’s like to have somebody 
who’s so opinionated about their music that they wouldn’t do what I 
want. Contrary to what was said in the press, I was very respectful to his 
tracks, but wanted to bring a new sonic encapsulation. My role is to be a 
loving bully, where you want to produce the best possible version of 
them but also have a vision. I’d be listening to Noel and thinking I want 
far more for you than just a remix, so I’m going to find your trigger 
points and go as far as I can before you tell me to leave the studio. 
There was a great moment where I asked him to be a voice actor. I 
wanted him moving me, not playing against an acoustic guitar demo, 
but he just sucked his lips and said, “Never ask me to be a fucking voice 
actor again”. 

Would it be fair to assume things went downhill from there?
There was a track called Everybody’s on the Run and I wanted to do my 
Floyd epic. I spent six months getting drums, strings and bass and 
learning how to create this sonic cathedral of sound and then we brought 
Noel in to do vocals. It was the big day and I was really excited that he 
was going to hear it but he said, “Get rid of that sound, get rid of that 
sound, get rid of those things” and I looked at Brian and did an 
impersonation of Beaker from the Muppets with his quivering lip. He was 
basically pulling the whole track back to his demo. My greatest regret was 
for myself and him, because it was a great album that needed 
collaboration and a maturity that I didn’t have and maybe he didn’t. I’m a 
big fan of reading books by producers. Some bully, some bribe, some 
co-dependently beg and some are so charismatic they get everyone 
within a one-mile radius to do exactly what they want — I think it’s called 
hypnosis. 

/ Location recording of the choir 

 My role is to be a loving bully, 
where you want to produce the 
best possible version of them 
but also have a vision

https://www.youtube.com/embed/RNtuf5Y0kGU
http://www.jzmic.com
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 Rob Bridgett is not only a leading 
practitioner but also a pioneering 
thinker concerning the art and craft of 
creating best of breed sound, music 

and dialogue for games. Nowhere is this clearer 
than in the pages of Leading With Sound, a new 
book that brings together learnings and 
discoveries drawn from an impressive career 
whose results literally speak for themselves. It is 
to my mind a coherent and cohesive tome of 
game audio thoughtfulness which I rather wish 
had been available when I started my own 
journey in videogames — a point I put to Rob…

"Me too! I wish I’d read it twenty years ago. I 
have an old 1980s telephone here — maybe I 
can call myself in the past and say ‘hey, I think I 
know what to do now!’ It’s a handbook for my 
own work, always on my desk, a convenient 
reference — and a potentially useful weapon."

What’s your motivation for writing about 
game audio and why this particular book?
I’ve always found it cathartic to write about my 
game development experiences either 
afterwards or during them. It usually starts off 
really negative — ‘the way we’re doing this is 
just terrible, it’s broken’. Then re-reading, I 
realise I can propose a solution instead of 
moaning! Something actionable and positive for 
next time… 

The overall shape of my new book was 
informed by two events in 2019 — first was the 
Develop Conference audio keynote, which got 
me thinking about the big picture perspective 
of the industry. Second, was the Leading With 

/ Rob (centre), at Pinewood mixing Shadow of the Tomb Raider with technical audio director, Frederic Arnaud (L) 
and re-recording mixer, Adam Scrivener (R)

Rob Bridgett
JOHN BROOMHALL speaks to Shadow of the Tomb 
Raider’s respected senior audio director about an  
inspiring new book wrought from decades creating  
sound, music and dialogue for videogames
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Sound conference in Copenhagen, where my 
focus was looking towards a practical 
application of what’s possible in pre-production 
and concept phases to involve sound 
effectively.

The book is really about this idea of a 
migration of audio from post-production to pre-
production, concept and production — and 
what you can do there — what’s our role in the 
places we’re not used to being in? We know 
what the post thing should look like. That’s 
what we’re taught, what we read about and 
what we see in those manicured behind-the-
scenes videos — but, in reality, it’s often chaotic 
with lots of things going wrong. Weird decisions 
may be forced on you because of some earlier 
decision during concept or pre-production, 
often made without thought as to how it might 
affect sound.

When you’ve been through that pain a few 
times, you start thinking about root cause 
analysis — why does this keep happening? It’s 
less about technology or the time you have — 
though they can be issues — it’s usually due to a 
creative decision, or assumption, made deep in 
the past. Hence the 1980s phone on my desk so 
I can call myself in the past from the future and 
say ‘no no, you’ve got to plan this now!’ It turns 
out there are more things for you to do in 
pre-production and concept phases than it’s 
possible to put in a book actually — I’ve just 
scratched the surface.

Your book speaks to a truly creative and 
collaborative role for sound. Maybe someone 
who’s not studied film sound like yourself 
might see their mission as just bringing game 
worlds to life in a literal, realistic way. Perhaps 
this book will expand horizons around 
story-telling sound…
I hope so. At the concept phase other 
departments are drinking in ideas from film — 
and also now TV — like never before. They’re 
putting these ideas together as a way to 
explore the game idea, the game world, the 
tone — but this is generally only happening in a 
visual realm. If I say ‘concept’ you 
automatically think of sketch artwork — 
beautifully rendered, non-videogame imagery. 
It doesn’t look like a game, it looks like concept 
art for a movie. You see the world and the 
character; you get a sense of the mood via, 
say, dramatic lighting. There’s a lot of 
storytelling in those concept images. 
Immediately, that’s an opportunity for sound 
to come in and explore what’s in that image, in 
that frame — but pretty soon you start to go 
wider and put in sounds for unseen things that 
aren’t visually explicit — like ambiences. Take a 
sci-fi image: there are one or two spaceships 
flying by, but then there’s this other stuff 
implied, happening around them. So you fill 
out the sound outside the frame. You can do 
so much with tone and point of view and scale. 
You’re having conversations with other 
departments and one or two elements may 
ignite further discussion and might give the 
creative director a completely new angle.  

You’re opening doors for ideas and feelings. 
The book is trying to explore and encourage 
more involvement for sound in these areas. 

Do you take inspiration from other 
departments’ modus operandi?
Yes. Take the UX (User Experience) 
department — they seem to have a developed 
design language (which is where I stole the 
phrase ‘low fidelity prototype’). They’re often 
working in a ‘sketch mode’ — getting 
something like a game menu system on screen 
very quickly to test the flow. They won’t start 
polishing it (which, in sound, we tend to start 

into immediately), they’ll just test functionality. 
Audio can come in and follow suit in a 
functionality-only mode experimenting 
alongside them with sound triggering — 
working in that low-fidelity prototype mode — 
knowing we can freely throw sound away — it’s 
not being judged as ‘final’.  

My sound designers need to know what 
expected level of quality they’re working in at 
any time — be it ‘L1’ — this throwaway ‘quick 
and dirty’ sound design mode — which won’t 
be reviewed in super detail (I’m just checking if 
the appropriate feedback’s there and if the 
trigger point’s correct, and timing good). Then 

EQ232DEQ232D
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— we can move to ‘L2’ and put in some IP-
specific identity for sounds, so they really feel 
like they fit the project. As we move on, ’L3’ is 
about emotion and ‘L4’ is our final production 
quality. With these L-Levels, people understand 
my expectations... I used to start on a project 
trying to make final sounds right away — to 
make it sound really good, do all the feedback 
stuff, have all the emotion and identity — on my 
first pass (laughs). That’s a really big ask, and a 
big risk actually — too much pressure at the 
wrong time. It’s simply not how other 
departments work. 

Please can you give an overview of the book?
Structurally, I’ve approached the topic of game 
audio in four food groups: Sound, Music, 
Dialogue and Mix.  I think Mix has often been 
subject to a minor, last-minute, ‘games mix 
themselves’ kind of thought process. Dedicating 
a chunky chapter to it seemed really important, 
especially as it affects the discussion of all the 
other groups and how they interrelate. I start 
each chapter questioning why we even need 
that food group, exploring its purpose and 
meaning, then going on to consider where and 
how you can involve it at those early project 
stages. And also how to keep audio visible to 
the entire team. Sound is invisible — no-one can 
see it on screen — often sound designers are 
‘invisible’ because they’re locked away in a 
recording studio — we have to address that 
invisibility.

You said Mix is very important — can you 
enlarge on your approach?
Yeah, the mix stuff is so fundamental that the 
first thing I plan is the end of the project, 
discussing a final mix phase with producers — 
because nobody’s putting that on an Excel 
sheet on Day 1. However, project managers 
need to recognise that the animation 
department can’t stop working on the same 

day the sound department has to stop.  There’s 
a dependency logic between disciplines that 
needs emphasis. Fortunately, producers are 
great at seeing logic so once you get into the 
topic, it can be quite easy to get some final mix 
space blocked out. This logic can then be 
repeated for other major milestone deliveries, 
albeit with shorter timescales. Once that 
thinking is inherited as part of the project’s 
planning DNA I can stop worrying about it and 
start engaging with all the formative ideas the 
creative director wants to work on.  

But also mix is an important factor each and 
every day.  It’s kind of everything we talk about. 
‘What’s the most important thing here — what 
does the player need to hear?’ as well as ‘what 
emotion should they feel’?  Typically every 
conversation centres on that question: what’s 
important? And that translates directly to a mix 
decision at some point. If I can answer that 
question — what’s the most important sound 
thing for any given game moment — we have 
our mix!

How does that relate to the overall dynamics 
of the player’s experience and the story arc? 
You plan that very carefully right? There are 
graphs…
Yeah, plotting intensity curves allows everyone 
to see the dynamic and get on the same page. 
As soon as you’ve got a story and overall 
shape on paper, you can plot all your main 

narrative points, throw some numbers in and 
create a graph — a tension, or intensity curve. 
Then you start to intuitively make a good 
dynamic shape. You’ll be thinking — if this 
intense combat beat here should feel ‘ten’, 
then the thing immediately before should be a 
three or two — so do we insert a small new 
story beat there that gets us to that point 
before we hit the audience with the most 
intense thing they’ve heard so far? You’ll start 
to see problems where there’s a nine and a ten 
and another ten — you can literally see that it’s 
going to feel really flat as an experience. This 
creates talking points that probably wouldn’t 
arise with just everyone working on their own 
corner. Considering that flow, that dynamic 
shape, is really useful for everyone — moments 
of stillness leading to really intense life or death 
crises.  It’s less about audio dynamics — it’s the 
dynamics of the experience, and the sound 
and mix will dramatically help communicate 
that shape. 

You were one of the first to take a final game 
mix to a prestigious external facility — 
Scarface at Skywalker Sound and later Tomb 
Raider at Pinewood Studios. What have you 
learned from those experiences?
Going from a software development 
environment where you’re discussing floating-
point values and scripting logic into an 
entertainment-focused environment where 

/ Mixing Scarface — The World is Yours at Skywalker Sound in California, one of the first games to utilise such a prestige facility for its sound mix

 I think the game industry wants to embrace 
this entertainment-driven mindset rather 
than software-driven — focusing on the 
player and audience experience



post-production mixers are talking about emotion and impact and POV is 
an evolutionary leap for most game sound teams. You’re not making 
software now — you’re focusing on what’s on the screen and its 
entertainment value. Your mentality shifts to extreme polishing, ensuring all 
transitions are really smooth and levels in line with other entertainment 
media. Plus you have the value of a trusted, objective set of ears to help 
you across the finish line. 

Just being in those kinds of environments where blockbuster movies 
are mixed — these hallowed atmospheres where sound and image are 
taken extremely seriously — is sometimes enough to make you question 
things you’ve put on screen. I think the game industry wants to embrace 
this entertainment-driven mindset rather than software-driven — focusing 
on the player and audience experience.  In reality, I think we’ve always 
been entertainment, we just haven’t realised it because we’ve been busy 
making software.

In the book, you talk about a psychological approach to sound 
categorisation…
Yes, because we tend to think about sound in production-focused 
categories — music, foley, dialogue — whereas, again, I think the audience 
experience and perception is very different. They don’t hear in those 
categories. There are many things you can do to access the game 
character’s POV through sound — there’s this line between imaginary 
sound events or filtered through a character’s psychological perception  
versus sounds that are just objectively happening in the world. Very few 
sounds I put in a game these days are purely objective sounds, 
experienced by a microphone. They’re always exaggerated slightly, or 
larger, or closer, or denser than they would appear in real life.  An 
adjective-led approach is at work in almost all sound design.  Take 
something simple like a door opening sound — it could be a slow 
terrifying door open, or one that’s unnaturally quiet, strange and 
mysterious…

And it’s not just about what you see directly in front of you — it’s what 
you hear slightly off-screen, or just beyond in the next neighbourhood or in 
the far distance. The further away the sounds are, the more imaginary and 
psychological in nature they become — and the more interpretation the 
character applies to them.  You can mix in all kinds of weird stuff with 
off-screen sound to create an emotion or ambiguity by subliminally 
creating questions and uncertainty for the player.

Hopefully, your book will encourage people to explore that potential 
for sound much more in games. So who should read it?
I feel there’s a wide audience for the book — it’s not limited to game sound 
designers, composers, dialogue mixers — it’s written in a non-technical 
way which I hope is accessible to sound people from film — or tomorrow’s 
game designers, producers, directors — who are in school right now, but 
will become the big names of the future. I think it’s useful for them to be 
aware of these opportunities for sound and be inspired to reflect more on 
how it can help breathe life into projects and ideas. That’s how I see it all 
— breathing life into, and illuminating ideas which a visionary person has 
had; putting them on screen — and that’s as much about sound as visuals. 
In fact, I will only review sound that’s ‘on screen’ — if it’s on your computer 
or not checked into the latest game build, it doesn’t exist as far as I’m 
concerned. We need to react to everything in context. 

Ultimately what would you say you’re trying to achieve with sound in 
games?
There are three things at play. Sound is performing a ludic role 
(communicating gameplay information), a story-telling role and a world-
building role.  All sound is information in an emotional wrapper. As a 
player, you want a world that feels convincing and compelling, one you 
want to spend time exploring, a story that compels you to move forward, 
and all the right information delivered at the right time. This combination 
is an amazing one that only games provide. As collaborative game 
developers, delivering information, storytelling and world-building is 
essentially what we’re doing — in some ways, like creatives in any other 
entertainment arena. It’s just the way we do that is through interactive, 
narrative worlds that put the player in the driving seat. 

/ Craft
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 Over the last 15 years film, TV and 
video game composer Stephen 
Baysted has become one of the most 
respected names in the business, 

whilst building a comprehensive catalogue of 
scores. Recent games include the #1 bestselling 
racing titles: Project Cars and Project Cars 2; 
Electronic Arts' Need for Speed Shift 2; Atari's 
Test Drive: Ferrari Racing Legends; and Robert 
Kirkman's The Walking Dead: Assault.

Scores for film include I, Claude Monet, 
Renoir: Revered and Reviled, The Impressionists 
and the RTS-winning Matisse Live at the Tate 
and MoMA, with director Phil Grabsky; the 
psychological drama Strange Factories; and 
Tim Pope's Brandy and Pep. For TV, Stephen 
has composed two seasons of Blink Film’s 
documentary series Ancient Mysteries for 
Channel 5, Smithsonian and SBS Australia; a 
three-part natural history series Volatile Earth 
for Channel 4 and a six-part series for BBC2 
with Michelin-stared chef Tom Kerridge Lose 
Weight for Good. He's a professor as well — 
Film, TV and Games Composition (of course!) 
— at the University of Chichester.

Baysted’s work has been nominated for 
three prestigious Jerry Goldsmith Awards for 
best score, two Motion Picture Sound Editors 

Golden Reel Awards for best audio in a game, a 
Golden Joystick Award for best audio and 
music in a game, and two Game Audio Network 
Guild Awards for best audio in a game. 
Resolution caught up with Baysted after the 
completion of Project Cars 3 — for which he 
collaborated with multi-instrumentalist Guy 
Fletcher [who we speak to about the project in 
the next issue of Resolution] — a score 
composed, recorded and mixed entirely during 
lockdown.

How did you first become involved in 
producing music?
To cut a long story short, I decided to go to 
university to study music at the age of 21 — 
having played clarinet in the London Schools 
Symphony Orchestra as a boy. So I went to 
Southampton University, read music and did a 
BA. It was very much a traditional degree 
program, I was learning fugue and 
counterpoint, and loads of music history; but 
they had a really basic recording studio there 
with a Fostex B16 recorder and an Akai S1000 
sampler. I was in there all the time, because to 
me that was the toy shop! Then I did a masters 
degree in music …and then I did a PhD in 18th 
century French opera — but alongside that…I  
was a real petrol head!

So, a love of cars translated into music for 
racing them?
I was always playing racing games, and when 
the internet became stable enough, I played 
online. I kind of bumped into like-minded 
individuals, and through sort-of reverse 
engineering a particular game in early 2000s 
we came to the attention of the owner of a 
racing series, who ended up seed-funding the 
company we started. We've made racing games 
ever since then. I've done the audio and the 
music, but most latterly, just the music. This led 
on to my film and TV work. I've always loved the 
idea of writing film music: I was inspired early on 
by composers like John Williams, James 
Newton Howard and James Horner. 

Stephen Baysted
Recording Project Cars 3 in lockdown — NIGEL JOPSON 
learns about game scores, garden studios and passing 
memory sticks over the fence

/ Stephen and his armoury of synths



Your game scores have an ambitious 
orchestral sound, are we hearing real 
instruments for each part?
In most cases, yes. Project Cars 2 was recorded 
at AIR Lyndhurst with 40 string players, 20 
brass and real pianos. My wife is an opera 
singer, so she always sings…

Often there are ethereal voices in your 
compositions — sometimes mixed like an 
instrument in the background — is this your 
wife singing?
Yes, it's mostly Susan. She does a lot of session 
work as well, and she sang with BBC singers. 
Most recently, she featured in the ITV detective 
drama series Endeavour, in the last series. So I 
sort of say — can you sing this for me please? 
She's the real musician really!

What's your workflow like? Do you 'block' 
everything out with samples before recording 
the orchestral soundtracks?
What I tend to do is mock up the orchestral 
music and all of the synths and percussion in 
Cubase using samples, loads of Spitfire virtual 
instruments and all sorts of libraries. Then I get 
my orchestrator to translate all of that MIDI stuff 
and prepare the scores — because as you know, 
when you're using legato samples, they're 
overlapped in order to trigger them — so notes 
require tidying up to print a chart. I then work 
with an orchestral fixer, a guy called Andy 
Brown who runs the London Metropolitan 
Orchestra. I say to him: okay, we've got this 
score coming up, I need X number of players, 
hopefully on these three days, can you fix it? I 
then phone up AIR Studios or wherever and 
say, I want to record on this date. Can we book 
a session? I work mainly with engineer Jake 
Jackson, the score mixer, and get Jake involved 
at an early stage. 

We potentially have a discussion — the 
orchestrator, Jake, me and the orchestral fixer 
(who is also the conductor) — to talk about how 
we're going to run the sessions, which cues we're 
going to do first, which ones we're going to leave 
until later, all that sort of stuff. Then I prepare 
'pre-records'. I'll set up a Pro Tools session with 
all the synth parts and sampled percussion bits 
and pieces that we've done here or in various 
places, send it over to Jake, who will then put it 
into his orchestral template. The Pro Tools 

session will go up, all the mikes will be set up, go 
with click …and hopefully everything works!

You mentioned MIDI: does this mean that 
when you're composing in your own studio 
you keep your session as only note data, with 
samples and virtual instruments on external 
computers?
I used to have loads of slave computers, but 
obviously with technology now, you don't need 
as many. I've still got two other computers that I 
use, they're connected over a network, and 
stream samples as well. I've got eight banks of 
SSD drives with most of my samples hooked up 
to my main Mac. So most of the orchestral 
samples are actually tapping into the Mac in 
Cubase. I mainly use KONTAKT to trigger 
samples, there are some proprietary players as 
well, and then I shape the score in Cubase. 
Obviously the outboard modules and synths 
are picked up by MIDI in the normal way.

I see you've got quite an armoury of synths 
— have you got some favourites?
The Waldorf Quantum, which is just a complete 
beast of a device. It's got a granular engine, a 
virtual analogue engine, a wave table engine, 
and a sample engine. So you can import 
samples, go to analogue filters… it's just 
incredible, the sound possibilities are amazing. 
And the Jupiter 80 I use a lot because it's so 
convenient to sketch on.

Your scores for art films — Renoir: Reviled 
and Revered, The Impressionists TV mini-
series and Matisse Live — have lush and deep 
orchestration. I'm guessing the budgets are 
quite low, so how do you make money 
producing such great music? 
Well, you get broadcast royalties for TV. With 
Phil Grabsky (director of Matisse Live), we've 
built a really good working relationship. The 

budgets aren't big, but the projects are brilliant. 
You know — from my point of view as a creative 
person — it can sometimes be about potentially 
subsidising one project with another.

A bit like music producers developing 
younger artists alongside their major label 
projects?
Yes — if the budgets are really big on games or 
on another film, I might look at one of Phil's 
films and think 'this is such a great project, I 
really want to get involved'. I'll just use the fee to 
get a few live players in and make it sound as 
good as it possibly can. Then obviously I'll get a 
bit of back-end publishing from sales and sync, 
and indeed from broadcast royalties, PRS. If it's 
a film about art, it's going to be repeated and 
shown a lot. 

All of his films are screened in cinemas, with 
live audiences. People were actually queuing 
around the block in Australia, for example, to see 
these great paintings in 4k that are miles away 
on the other side of the planet. Then an abridged 
version is made for TV — and a series called 
Great Art on ITV re-broadcast them. They're also 
on RTE in France. So there are a number of 
possibilities, which then gives you the PRS 
income later. It's kind of balancing act, really.

A lot of game players really get hooked on 
their game music, and it becomes a theme 
tune for their life — you see them discussing it 
online. But how does that translate into an 
album? I know you've released several albums 
from the games you produced.
You're working away in your studio — often all 
alone — and thinking: is this any good? Does it 
work? When the game is released, you get all 
those kind of comments and feedback, and it 
makes it all worthwhile, of course. 

And you're right, there's another really 
interesting angle to this. For example, with the 
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/ Stephen (right) with Guy Fletcher at his studio, where the Project Cars 3 soundtrack was mixed

 You're working 
away in your 
studio — often  
all alone — and 
thinking: is this 
any good?  
Does it work? 
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Fast And Furious game — that was all lots of 
loops and layers, massive orchestral scores — 
really bombastic stuff. Two and a half hours of 
wall-to-wall action music, but it only works as a 
continuous track when it's edited, because 
obviously in the game it's looping around. When 
you complete an objective in the game, it moves 
on to the next loop-system and so on and so 
forth. It adapts to player action. 

So each game player's experience of the 
music may be different?
It's a really unusual thing to do, to try and get 
music out of a game and make it work as a 
linear experience for just playing on its own. 

There are games where players may turn left 
instead of right. So all of those musical 
consequences of that action turning left will 
mean they won't experience the same music as 
a player who turned right. They may not even 
have heard some music that the player who 
turned right has heard. So how do you then 
create a soundtrack which represents the 
game? It's a strange thing, really.

So how do you compile that game music 
album?
I think it's about curation really, you're trying to 
be representative of the sound world of the 
game. Obviously you're trying to highlight the 

best bits of the score, not the stuff that's 
underscore. And I think in the case of, for 
example, The Fast And Furious, I'm trying to 
shadow the narrative journey the player 
undertakes, so it makes sense chronologically. 

How did you meet Guy Fletcher who you 
collaborated with for Project Cars 3?
We both live down by the sea on the English 
South coast, and Guy's house is just around the 
corner from me. I moved here with my wife 
about 16 months ago, and we met. 
Collaboration is brilliant because you spend so 
much time working on your own as a composer, 
to have fresh ideas that a collaborator brings 
and fresh thinking and new ears …and all the 
rest of it! It's a massive bonus really. And — 
would you believe — Chris Porter (George 
Michael, Pet Shop Boys — interviewed 
Resolution V7.6) lives right next door to Guy! So 
Chris has a studio in his garden, Guy's got a 
lovely garden studio and now I've got one here 
as well. It's a really odd little community of 
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musicians and producers.
Obviously I'm a great Dire Straits fan, and 

also I think Guy is a fabulous mixer. We talked 
about possibly collaborating on something. 
Then he said to me, I think it was in February: 
"I've found this amazing Studer A80, do you 
want to go halves with me and buy it?" So I 
said, ‘yeah, why not?’ We decided if we did this 
game score, we'd record it all to tape!

I'd just finished Fast And Furious in March, the 
UK went into lockdown and at that point we 
were thinking, Oh, okay, so we're going to do this 
score under these circumstances. The 
collaboration was great, because as he's just 
around the corner, we were able to sort of chuck 
memory sticks over the wall and stuff like that. 

What does your collaboration with Guy add 
to the game composition?
Guy brings his guitar talents, mixing prowess, 
his ideas. I was kind of more in the orchestral 
frame. He brings that rock sensibility, so we sort 
of met in the middle. He also mixed the whole 
soundtrack. You constantly get challenged 
when you're collaborating, because you get an 
idea from someone and you think it's a great 
idea — well then, let's see what I can do! Before 
you know it, you've got this thing that's bigger 
than the sum of its parts and is really powerful 
or expressive. 

I think from the perspective of the games or 
film composer, it's always been a team sport, 
because you can't do the whole thing on your 
own. You've got to have an orchestrator, 
someone to fix the music players for you and a 

great recording engineer who you trust, who 
knows what sound you want.

How did you handle live instrument recording 
during lockdown?
For Project Cars 3, we'd initially planned to 
record a good number of string players, but lock 
down happened. AIR Studios closed; our studio 
at the University of Chichester closed. I recorded 
a game score last year at the amazing studio in 
the university, it has an SSL, a 300sq. m 
soundstage, and all sorts of equipment. So we 
had to then work with the orchestrator and the 
orchestral fixer to arrange remote sessions. 

Most of the players hadn't done remote 
sessions before, they didn't know how to 
operate a DAW, they didn't even have 
microphones! We got them all set up with Logic 
and a little interface. So there's a whole host of 
these London orchestral players with little 
setups, and we advised them on mic positioning 
and where to sit, perhaps how to arrange 
themselves with curtains as absorbers. Then the 
orchestrator prepared all the scores and we did 
a remote session over Zoom, they recorded 
their part locally, and sent it over. So the mixer's 
job in that case was quite difficult, because you 
get a number of acoustic instruments recorded 
in sub-optimal conditions. 

Guy had to try and make everything sound 
as if it was performed at the same time. We 
blended samples with that to make it sound 
bigger, because it was mainly just solo lines. So 
yes — it was a really tricky process recording 
during lockdown! 

/ Craft
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/ Stephen and his favoured Waldorf Quantum
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Focus: Plug-ins
For this issue’s product focus, we’re looking at an ever-evolving niche of the plug-in market: 
those that rely on bespoke DSP chips to deliver very-low latency performance or simply to 
offload processing. Most useful at the tracking stage, systems such as these mean that 
decisions can be made earlier in the recording process and performers can hear monitor 
mixes closer to the intentions of the producer. They are designed to make DAW recording 
more fluid and less riddled with compromises, while allowing plug-in creators to leverage 
unique approaches.  
A secondary, and rather handy, effect of this for manufacturers, is that users are roped in to 
their hardware ecosystem when it comes to finding and purchasing compatible plug-ins. 
Therefore, making the right choice for your needs is important. 

With the TDM, HD and HDX systems, the close integration of 
hardware and software has been the Pro Tools modus 
operandi for nigh-on two decades now. However, as the 
power of computers has increased, and as recording has 

shifted towards more musicians and technicians working in home studio 
settings, we’ve steadily seen the use of 100% computer-powered ‘native’ 
recording systems increase. While Pro Tools and its hardware — which 
was always geared towards robust, reliable, low-latency recording 
performance — became the de facto industry standard, competitor 
DAWs continued to address the issues of native systems and their 
processing latency with the help of third-party DSP-reliant I/O and 
plug-in ecosystems. 

Initially, this extra DSP simply helped struggling computers run all the 
processing their users needed, but as computers increased in power to 
the point where they could accommodate huge amounts of mix 
processing DSP systems began to address the problem of latency. This 
saw them controlling latency by processing audio through custom chips 
with almost imperceptible delays. That allowed many of the features of 
Pro Tools’ bespoke hardware — chief among them low-latency tracking 
and monitoring with plug-in effects, and the offloading of processing 
resources — to be available to all. 

An early exponent of this was Universal Audio with its UAD and UAD-2 
systems, building a reputation for modelling sought-after analogue 
equipment and making it available in DAW settings at a reasonable price. 
Steadily, Universal Audio’s offerings widened to include I/O options as 
well as DSP, and eventually complete HDX-like recording systems. Over 
time many other great competitors have emerged in the same market, 
including Apogee, Antelope, Waves, McDSP — all looking to give those 
without Pro Tools’ hardware some of its advantages.

The shift towards native systems was a trend that Avid recognised 
with its first truly native version of Pro Tools, version 9, back in 2010. It 
has continued to accommodate this workflow ever since, a change that 
has meant that DSP-based I/O and processing systems that had been 
created for non-hardware-reliant DAWs suddenly had a whole new 
audience to appeal to. And appeal to it, they have.  

The draw of such systems has obviously been something that did not 
escape Avid’s attention, and it has made a concerted effort to address 
this market and the increasingly competitive options. Key to this was the 
release earlier this year of its Pro Tools | Carbon interface, and latterly the 
addition of the Hybrid Engine (and its little Harry Potter-ish symbol in the 
Mixer) in the most recent Pro Tools update (2021.6). 

With these new additions, Avid has stepped up its ecosystem battle by 
looking to closely integrate and streamline the combined use of native 
computing power and HDX for low-latency plugin operation into Pro 
Tools, and expanding its functionality to make it a more realistic option 
for smaller studios cost-wise. 

Pro Tools and AAX DSP

The product Avid’s Carbon interface most closely resembles among its 
competitors is UAD’s Apollo line of I/O, augmented with DSP for plug-in 
processing — though there are a good few other options out there too. 
However, if you are a committed Pro Tools user, the Hybrid Engine 
potentially offers a really good reason to think about going HDX if you 
haven’t already. The AAX DSP format, which leverages the onboard DSP 
of HDX cards and Carbon, are unlikely to be a great draw in and of itself, 
however. 

While the standard Avid suite of processing is good quality workhorse 
stuff, and tracking with it will be fine. Like all of these systems we will look 
at, it suffers from limited third party support. While almost all top level 
plug-ins come in AAX format, beyond Avid’s own line, there aren’t many 
more that can be employed by the hardware at very low-latencies. 
Notable third-party options do come from Plugin Alliance’s catalogue, 
including a good number of Brainworx offerings, along with others from 
SPL, Shadow Hills, Ampeg and Millenia. 

We’ve said very nice things in the past about Crane Song, and 
especially the Phoenix II tape emulation, which takes its cues from the 
algorithm the company had previously built into its HEDD A/D hardware. 
The original Phoenix was designed to work with the Pro Tools TDM 
platform, while Phoenix II is now AAX and AAX DSP compatible for HDX 
and Carbon-based setups. That is one of three Crane Song plugins that 
will operate in this way all of which are worth a look. 

While its headline music reverb, AltiVerb, will not support DSP 
operation, Audio Ease’s Indoor space designer will — the only plug-in 
from its range to do so. While McDSP has it’s own hybrid plug-in system, 
which we discuss below, its multi-DAW plug-ins also support both native 
AAX and AAX DSP with its extensive range of tone-shaping options. The 
same is the case for Softube.

The Hybrid Engine and AAX DSP undoubtedly makes operation easier 
for existing users of the DAW and HDX, and it makes the Carbon interface 
even more attractive as a bridge between a native and full HDX rig. The 
plug-in processing it provides, at least at the moment, is not the headline 
news here, though.  

Universal Audio Apollo and Luna
The best known augmentors of native recording systems up until now has 
been Universal Audio, which has been cultivating its own bespoke DSP 
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platform and a range of ear- and eye catching analogue-modelled plug in 
processors since the company was brought back to life around the turn 
of the millenium. At the forefront of this now are its Apollo range of 
interfaces, first introduced in 2012.

In the same manner as Pro Tools | Carbon, these provide recording and 
monitoring/playback I/O paired with the DSP that drives its current range 
of software, allowing them to be utilised in tracking and mixing with 
virtually no latency. For Pro Tools and all other DAWs, though, tracking 
using plug-ins at low-latency requires the use of the Apollo Console 
mixer, adding an extra layer of software to the operation. This need is 
removed for mixing, when all Universal plugins can be employed in the 
same manner as any other. And if you don’t require a full Apollo interface 
solution for recording and playback, you can instead opt to offload DSP 
to one of what Universal describes as its UAD-2 ‘accelerators’, either in 
the form of a PCI card or external thunderbolt-connected satellite units. 

Interestingly, UAD actually managed to preempt Avid’s Hybrid Engine 
development of Pro Tools with its big innovation within the last year: the 
addition of its own ecosystem-exclusive DAW, named Luna. It’s this new 
platform that now puts it side-by-side in the race for hearts and minds 
with Avid. In differentiating itself from Pro Tools, though, it also gives us 
an interesting hint of exactly where the company sees the future of its 
technology heading. 

Luna closely integrates Universal’s interfaces and DSP with a DAW that 
looks towards a more analogue-style workflow, chiming with the 
company’s long-held sensibilities. It integrates the Console mixer into the 
process, too — thus streamlining everything by a significant step. 
Universal Audio will also offer unique integrations between the DAW and 
its plug-ins that will set it apart. It initially backed-up Luna’s aim of an 
‘analogue-style’ workflow by providing built-in ‘Neve’ and ‘API’ summing 
models, along with Studer and Ampex Tape emulations as part of the 
software package. All of which could be used with near-zero latency while 
recording. 

However, the first innovation that has really caught the eye is the API 
Console (reviewed by Tim Oliver in this issue), which offers an end-to-end 
API mixer emulation for tracking, mixing and final summing within Luna. 
This includes a ‘desk-style’ Console mix screen. 

While most of API Console elements are available separately to UAD 
customers using other DAWs, as our review found, using them with Luna 
changes the nature of the DAW in a very distinct and unique way, and goes 
some way to mitigating some of the in-development shortcomings of the 
software in other areas. One can only think that other interesting iterations 
of this concept are on the way, should this prove a draw for users. 

UAD’s range of plug-ins are largely modelled by the firm itself, based 
on classic pieces of analogue gear that most of us will be familiar with. 
Their quality is tried and tested over many, many years and has seldom 
failed to impress and draw attention. Apart from the API Console, which 
Tim Oliver found to be an extremely interesting and well-realised concept 
and addition to Luna, the company offers a range of API, Neve, Trident 

and dbx plug-ins that can be used for tracking and mixing in any DAW. It 
also offers a couple of instruments in its range (a Minimoog and a piano) 
as well as an extensive range of amp  
and effects models, which you can see at  
www.uaudio.com/uad-plugins.html. 

The ‘retro’ bent of Universal Audio, and its almost single-minded 
dedication to pulling the analogue hardware classics into the digital age, 
established a well-trodden paradigm for plug-in creation that most have 
followed at some point over the years. It also very much sets the tone for 
whether or not the ecosystem is for you; if you are trying to recreate an 
analogue sound, and are interested in a more traditional way of working 
twinned with DAW functionality for recording, the UAD ecosystem and 
Luna are possibly the most exciting pathway right now. Whether the 
functionality of Luna can mature enough to really lure people towards it 
and away from their well-learned DAWs remains to be seen. Nevertheless, 
the quality of the Apollo interfaces adds much to the appeal of that 
system, with Luna undoubtedly adding a new wrinkle to the debate for 
high-end and smaller-scale studios alike.

Antelope Synergy Core 

Akin to UAD’s interface + DSP model is Antelope Audio’s Synergy Core 
technology, which operates either via its own control panel routing layer, 
or directly in a DAW with the help of the AFX2DAW plugin. The latter 
option, which represents a purchase in its own right as it is not part of the 
off-the-shelf Antelope Software, alters the Synergy Core system to work 
in a similar way to Waves’ SoundGrid/Studiorack, in that it provides you 
with an Antelope-specific ‘rack’ on a DAW insert slot. You can then 
populate the rack with Synergy Core plugins to be routed to the DSP for 
processing. This will, again, allow the plugins to be inserted on Record-
armed channels for near-zero latency performance when tracking ideas 
without requiring you to leave the DAW interface and chains can be 
saved as presets for easy recall. 

Perhaps the most interesting wrinkle that comes with the Synergy 
Core ecosystem, though, is that Antelope has pushed the Hybrid DSP 
idea into other areas of technology. Its Edge range of microphones — 
when combined with a Synergy Core interface — can provide a whole 
host of classic mic emulations that can be auditioned and used when 
recording in real tim, and even changed at a later time. 

Antelope Audio’s mic modelling is truly its unique selling point in this 
company. It offers essentially the same end-user functionality as UAD — 
certainly in that many of its extensive EQ and dynamics options are 
modelled on well-established vintage equipment — though under the 
hood things are working differently. Alongside the Edge microphone, 
though, it offers something if not unique, then at least very interesting in 
the shape of a wide collection of vintage and modern mic models to 
choose from when recording, meaning that it could potentially make itself 
a big money and time saver for pro studios happy to use it, and a 
resource providing options that would simply be out of reach for others.

PreSonus FAT Channel and StudioLive

PreSonus StudioLive range of mixers — both 
desk and rackmount — pairs with its FAT 
channel software to provide DSP-supported 
low-latency options for recording and mixing. 
As you can probably work out from the name, 
these are solely aimed at dynamics and EQ 
processing to beef-up the ‘desk’ sound coming 
in and out of the DAW. Standard FAT channel 
options that come with the StudioLive systems 
offer two compressor and two EQ options, 



Reverb 
Developments
JOHN MOORE looks at some notable 
products that have bought developments 
in the Reverb plug-in market over the last 
year or so 

while extra ‘bundles’ of plug-ins — Classic Studio, Modern Classics and 
Vintage Channel Strips — provide two extra of each per package, all of 
which are produced using PreSonus’ State Space Modelling. 

These FAT Channel options are also available as native versions for 
other systems, but in tandem with the StudioLive system, they make a 
powerful cost-effective recording system that gives you well beyond the 
basics of what you need for effective tracking. 

Waves SoundGrid
While it produces plugins in all the major formats, for various DAWs, 
Waves also produces a significant proportion of its software in a DSP-
reliant ‘SoundGrid’ format for DSP-supported low-latency performance. 
This requires users of its plugins to buy in to its own SoundGrid platform 
should they want to use them in such a manner. SoundGrid is designed to 
appeal as much to live sound engineers, through its MultiRack virtual rack 
software and eMotion LV1 software mixer, as it does to studio users. The 
system utilises a ‘Server’ with its own variation of the Linux OS — 
connected via Ethernet — to perform the processing duties for the 
plug-ins. 

Integration with DAWs means using the company’s free Studiorack 
plugin. When tracking or mixing with a DAW, an iteration of Studiorack is 
placed on an insert slot to handle the sending and receiving of signals 
to-and-fro from the server —  as well as providing details of the processor 
load, latency, and voices available. 

SoundGrid server pricing options span from $650 to the $2,000 mark, 
but are DAW agnostic. It is also worth noting that, while the vast majority 
of Waves’ products will work with SoundGrid, not all do. Ultimately, the 
choice to use SoundGrid will likely come from already committed Waves 
users, though the platform offers an array of interesting network-based 
AoIP routing options of its own as part of a live rig or studio setup when 
paired with SoundGrid compatible I/O options. In terms of plugin options, 
it is limited in third party support. Among the offerings that are available 
are a limited number of Plugin Alliance options, the Sonnox Oxford V3 
plugins, and a range from Flux::.

In something of a reverse to what we said about Avid earlier, it’s only 
really going to be a dedicated Waves user that would consider investing 
in SoundGrid and you will only be here because of how much you value 
your plug-ins. Admittedly, SoundGrid is a system that has found traction 
with live mixers, who appreciate it as an audio routing option that comes 
with the added DSP, but generally Waves has placed itself in the native 
plug-in market for all but its most committed patrons.  

McDSP APB

For those committed to 
analogue processing, 
the McDSP APB system 
offers something that 
none of the other 
examples can come 
close to: actually 
utilising analogue 
circuitry rather than just emulating it.The APB plug-ins open in your DAW 
just like any other would, but the selection you make serves to 
reconfigure the analogue circuitry within the APB and tell it what to be. 
This unique way of doing things EQ, dynamics, mixing and summing, but 
if a truly analogue channel strip is what you desire, the APB system can 
blend it with your DAW operation seamlessly with nothing more than a 
word clock and Thunderbolt connection. Having recently added to the 
APB range of plug-ins with the Royal Mu and Royal Q compressor/limiter 
and EQ system, the company has expanded the range of options even 
further. While you will find specific hardware that can be controlled by 
plug-ins, there really isn’t anything out there quite like the APB in terms of 
versatility right now.  
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 The plug-in software scene moves quickly, with new products and 
updates coming thick and fast. While quite often, these can feel like 
slight iterations or another take on an existing concept or piece of 
hardware, the last year has seen some genuinely interesting 

developments in the area of reverb — especially in the ever-maturing area 
of convolution processing. So, as part of our plug-in focus, it seemed like a 
good time to look at these steps forward, how they fit into the market and 
what other interesting products we think are worth a look. 

Convolution evolutions
With the move to immersive formats from existing surround set-ups 
seemingly in full swing, Convolution reverbs, and their ability to accurately 
model specific spaces and states, have had to adapt and catch-up. A 
couple of products have really stepped up to this task, while adding 
previously unavailable editing options. Last month we reviewed Nugen’s 
Paragon convolution reverb, and its unique resynthesis methodology, 
which goes some way to bridging the gap between the functionality and 
editability of an algorithmic reverb like LiquidSonic’ Cinematic Rooms and 
the verisimilitude that convolution offers. For Surround and Immersive 
mixers, it also brought multi-channel support up to 7.1.2 — topping long-
established convolution go-to Altiverb’s 5.1 limit and matching Audio Ease’s 
Indoor space designer aimed at post-production applications. 

What is special about Paragon, though, was its ability to edit the 
impulse responses employed using resynthesis, rather than artefact-
inducing time stretching. The result of this is that a wide range of reverb 
options can be coaxed and shaped from relatively few impulse responses, 
greatly adding to flexibility while creative good immersive spaces.

A very different approach to increasing the usefulness of convolution 
reverb has come recently from Inspired Acoutics’ Inspirata plug-in, 
which eschews resynthesis in favour of a massive library of impulse 
responses that sample the spaces chosen from hundreds of listener and 
source locations using custom sweeps, de-noising techniques and 
recording the results in stereo, first- and fourth-order ambisonics. 
Inspired Acoustics’ algorithms allow smooth movement between these 
sources as well as a range of other editing options that are designed to 
be more akin to real-world concepts than technical minutiae.  

Curated convolution options featuring hardware and real spaces are an 
interesting by-product of the technology, whether that be something like 
Waves’ Abbey Road Chambers or Abbey Road Reverb Plates — and their 
attempt to bring classic pieces of hardware into the plug-in — or the 
company’s Chris Lord-Alge designed CLA Epic software. Based on 
obfuscated hardware and parameter choices by the man himself, the 
reverb options are distilled down to four generic delay and reverb options, 
a whole mess of presets, but limited editing parameters. Similar 
approaches are used by the excellent LeapWing Al Schmitt software, and 
Apogee’s Clearmountain’s Spaces — with your interest in them closely 
correlated to how much you admire their work and signature sound. The Al 
Schmitt system is instrument-based, offering an ‘Echo’ settings specifically 
tailored for vocal, bass, brass, piano and strings, with just one-knob control 
— though, considering the old joke used to go that ‘if Al Schmitt ever 
designed a plug-in, it’s only feature would be its ability to turn off all other 
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plug-ins’, this is probably as much as we should 
have expected. Clearmountain’s Spaces is 
similarly oblique, but more modern in tone: it 
offers three ‘Spaces’ options, which can be 
mixed to taste, with editable pre-delay and EQ.  

Algorithmic adaptations
Meeting convolution and algorithmic methods 
somewhere in the middle, albeit at an elevated 
point, is HOFA’s IQ-Series Reverb V2, a 
long-time-coming update to its original 2014 
plug-in which gives the option to blend up to 
four convolution engines (with a library of up to 
2,270 IR options) with two algorithmically 
generated reverbs to produce an almost 

limitless amount of ambience concoctions. 
These come with a scarily comprehensive range 
of editing options and up-to 5.1 functionality 
(though the impulse responses we not recorded 
in surround, but can be combined and linked 
across engines). 

Our reviewer, Jon Thornton, summed up 
Cinematic Rooms’ algorithmic approach to 
generating immersive reverbs as being “‘lusher’ 
at the expense of realism,” which is a debate 
that sits at the core of the Algo v Convo debate. 
What it definitely provides are highly editable 
reverbs, that can be almost endlessly tweaked 
to taste. For those that need them, there are 
also some interesting parameters in the 

Professional version, such as the X-Feed section 
— which controls how a sound that emanates 
from one specific channel is fed to the others. 
There are also interesting features relating to 
how the reverb reacts on different ‘reverb 
planes’ — i.e. left-right, or top-bottom — 
allowing planes to be detached from the others 
to radically change the space characteristics for 
those mixing in surround and Atmos.

If realism is not as important to you as creating 
unique soundscapes or ear-catching moments in 
a mix, then the options out there are almost 
endless. For example, Baby Audio’s Spaced Out 
combines a step-sequenced delay with a reverb 
engine, for anyone looking to create really 

/ Inspired Acoustic's Inspirata/ Nugen's Paragon / Waves' Chris Lord-Alge inspired CLA Epic
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out-there sounds using its interesting GUI 
interface. If the classics are more your thing, 
though, ReLab has just released an ‘Essentials’ 
version of its long-appreciated Lexicon 480L 
clone, which it calls the LX480; this cuts down 
the algorithm options to just four, and limits the 
editing parameters, but gives a taste of that 
sound which will cover the bases most people 
are looking to cover at a reduced cost. 

While we’re in reverb sounds of the past 
territory, the Eventide Shimmerverb does a 
good line in retro effects, combining its reverb 
algorithms with a dual pitch shifter, EQ and 
delay into system that can create shimmers and 
drones with ease. Also from Eventide, and 
distinctly on the retro side is another H9 
platform port, Spring — a spring reverb plug-in 
for Mac, Windows and iOS.

Simplicity itself
If simplicity is what you’re after, then Fabfilter 
Pro R strips down the controls to just six 
plain-English parameters, centred around the 
idea of ‘Space’ — or reverb time. It combines this 
with the firm’s familiar GUI style display to refine 
overall EQ and frequency-specific decay profiles 
to quickly shape a unique reverb sound for the 
occasion. If even that seems a lot of options to 
have to worry about, or you’re just want to work 
quickly, you could always turn to iZotope 
Neoverb for help. It brings with it a little in the 
way of AI help in the form of its Reverb Assistant, 
which will analyse the incoming audio signal and 
customise reverb settings based on the stylistic 
choices you make. There are more advanced 
editing parameters that allow tweaking and 
mixing of the three reverb engines it employs, 

but in true iZotope style, it’s really about working 
quickly to achieve results — and as such comes 
with a good range of sounds and very usable 
preset options.  

/ Baby Audio's Spaced Out / Fabfilter Pro R / iZotope's Neoverb

More details
Paragon: www.nugenaudio.com

Altiverb & Indoor: www.audioease.com

Inspirata: www.inspiredacoustics.com/en

Abbey Road Chambers/Plates, CLA Epic: www.waves.com

IQ-Series Reverb V2: hofa-plugins.de/en

Spaced Out: www.babyaud.io

LX480 Essentials: www.relabdevelopment.com

Shimmerverb and Spring: www.eventide.com

Pro R: www.fabfilter.com

Neoverb: www.izotope.com

http://www.nugenaudio.com
http://www.audioease.com
http://www.inspiredacoustics.com/en
http://www.waves.com
http://hofa-plugins.de/en
http://www.babyaud.io
http://www.relabdevelopment.com
http://www.eventide.com
http://www.fabfilter.com
http://www.izotope.com
http://www.aearibbonmics.com/products/ku5a
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Meet Your Maker

 Brought into being during the mid-80s 
by film sound mixer Keith R. Klawitter, 
KRK — now under the ownership of the 
Gibson Corporation, with the 

eponymous founder long-since departed — is 
a monitor brand known the world around for 
its distinctive yellow cones and rugged styling. 
Initially borne from the frustration of its 
creator, the KRK brand grew organically until it 
attracted the attention of the erstwhile 
Guitar-maker-turned-music tech-behemoth. 

Often chosen by DJs and home studio users, 
its lines — especially the Rokit range — are used 
and abused around the world, while its V range 
of speakers continues to be installed and 
applied in demanding applications. To get a 

sense of how the brand fits into the wider 
portfolio of its music-giant owners, and where 
its development program is focused, we posed 
some questions to Craig Hockenberry, Gibson’s 
Director of Engineering, about KRK’s history 
and future. 

Tell us a little about KRK, its mission, and how 
it seeks to place its products… 
KRK was founded in 1986 with the intention of 
providing studio monitors that offer clarity and 
accuracy, which [the company’s founder felt] 
were not available in monitors being used at the 
time. Soon after, engineers, producers, and 
studios all over the country took notice, and the 
KRK success story began. KRK has continually 

strived to offer the best studio monitors for all 
levels of music creation — from worldwide 
professional and commercial studios to the 
individual home-based studios that are so 
prevalent today. 

What brought the company to the attention 
of Gibson, and how does KRK fit into the 
wider vision of the Gibson group of 
companies?
Gibson Brands is on a quest to own its ‘Share of 
Sound,’ whether its products are being used 
where music is made or where music is played. 
KRK was a great fit for Gibson as it shares the 
same values and many of the same users.  

How have the designs and manufacture/
materials evolved through the various 
iterations and changes?
KRK has stayed true to its founding design 
principles throughout the years, with spectral 
balance, resonance management, distortion 
management, and dynamics topping the list. 
We are always evaluating and testing various 
materials to use within our systems. Everything 
from diamond-coated diaphragms to 
reinforced honeycomb-core enclosure panels 
has been considered. The development and use 
of metamaterials [these are a class of materials 
engineered to react with energy in ways not 
found in nature, by being created in repeating 
patterns of a scale smaller than the wavelengths 
they influence — Ed] are the latest on our list to 
experiment with.  

Where is the distinctive styling of the KRK 
monitors derived from? 
The KRK styling is derived from a ‘performance 
first’ perspective. We ensure that the 
performance of the monitors is first and 
foremost, then, we work to ensure the products 
maintain the KRK image while providing a 
pleasing aesthetic. The yellow cone is the most 
recognised feature in studio monitors. It is the 
colour of the Kevlar aramid fibre that we use for 
most of our woofer cones. 

KRK Monitors
We chat to Craig Hockenberry, Director of Engineering 
for Gibson, about the history and distinctive styling of  
KRK monitors...
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KRKs seem to appeal to different sectors... 
Why do you think they’re appreciated by DJs, 
rock and film sound mixers?
This goes back to some of our design principles. 
Clarity, accuracy, spectral balance, and the 
strong discipline and technique it takes to 
achieve these goals is the reason our monitors 
are loved by so many. A KRK monitor is a 
precision tool needed to perform the specific 
job of reproducing sound as accurately as 
possible, no matter the application.

KRK started as a distinctly ‘pro’ product, but 
has bridged the increasing convergence of 
home studio and professional facilities; 
what’s the key to that? 
We recognise that many home studios are 
challenged by budget-related limitations. With 
this awareness, we have developed a variety of 
product lines that are more cost-effective, and 
the KRK Audio Tools app provides a free tool 
to help users set up their monitors properly. 
The app also gives EQ recommendations for 
the ROKIT G4 series monitors, which helps to 
ensure the monitors are performing well in any 
environment. This is particularly beneficial 
considering most home and project studios 
are not fully acoustically treated. 

With developments in immersive sound, 
Atmos, what does KRK bring to the table in 
those respects? 
With everchanging production workflows  
and continuous technological advancements, 
KRK will continue to evolve with the latest 
trends to meet the needs of its customers in  
the MI and pro audio industries. Our products 
are currently being used in many immersive 
sound and Dolby Atmos applications, and  
we look forward to further developing our 
product lines to meet the latest demands  
in audio. 

What new product developments are on the 
horizon, what R&D work being done as work 
towards the future of KRK? 
KRK is continuing to develop products for all 
studio types and budgets and will be branching 
into other music- and pro audio-focused 
applications. We have several exciting projects 
in development, so we're looking forward to 
sharing more as soon as possible. 
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